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A bstract
The cutting edge of nonequilibrium statistical mechanics has for some time 
now been concerned with the question of relaxing the approximations used 
to generate the hydrodynamic equations. In particular, we are interested in 
form and effects of the Burnett, or higher order transport coefficients, and 
also in short timescale effects. The motivation for studying these phenom­
ena in swarms comes from the desire for accurate transport data, which is 
approaching the level of accuracy where these effects are significant. The 
motivation for studying these effects in high density fluids comes from un­
derstanding the behaviour of non-Newtonian fluids.
In this thesis, the theory of nonhydrodynamic phenomena is developed 
within the framework of the linear Boltzmann equation, and applied to sev­
eral experimental configurations used in swarm physics. The latter part of the 
thesis develops fluctuation expressions for the nonlinear Burnett coefficients 
similar to the Green-Kubo expressions used for linear transport coefficients. 
A numerical simulation of a simple fluid is used to test these expressions.
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C hapter 1 
In trod u ction
This is a thesis in two p arts , bo th  of which fit firmly in the  fram ework of 
non-equilibrium  sta tistica l mechanics. W hen referring to  atom s or molecules 
at sufficiently low density th a t collisions in the system  are dom inated by few 
body in teractions, so th a t the mesoscopic p icture applies (see page 9) this is 
sometimes called kinetic theory.
T he first p a rt of the  thesis relates to  the kinetic theory  of swarms. A 
swarm is a collection of charged particles moving th rough  a neu tra l back­
ground gas. Typically, these may be electrons inside a discharge tube , or 
w ithin a gaseous s ta te  laser. The prim e application of the  work here are 
swarm experim ents, whereby atom ic collision cross sections are obta ined  by 
using kinetic theory to calculate various macroscopic properties from  a “tria l” 
cross-section, which can in tu rn  be com pared w ith  experim ental m easure­
m ent. This is clearly an am biguous process, bu t experim ents can be done 
w ith sufficient precision to  ex tract reasonable cross-sections. The m ain ad-
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vantage of this method over its main competitor, namely beam  experiments1, 
is th a t the low energy regime can be studied, where beams are difficult to 
focus. Recent developments in the beam  technique have blurred the distinc­
tion between these two methods, particularly in electrons, however, swarm 
methods still have a role to play with measurements involving more complex 
ions and molecules.
The second part of this thesis relates to fluid flow. Here the interest is in 
understanding how fluids respond to a stress which caused the fluid to depart 
from equilibrium. For instance, we may wish to understand the behaviour of 
oil in a bearing, where oil is constantly shearing due to the influence of two 
surfaces moving past each other. Here, the idea would be to take data on 
the way th a t the molecules interact2, and predict how the fluid would behave 
under these situations.
Both the theories of swarms and of fluid flow have a common origin within 
the atomic theory of m atter. However, at an early stage, the theories diverge. 
Swarms are generally so dilute tha t the interactions between the charged 
particles are negligible in comparison with interactions between charged and 
neutral particles. The resulting theory is therefore linear in regard to the 
density of the charged particles. By contrast, in fluid flow the interactions 
involve many particles, and consequently the theory is highly non-linear in
1In these experiments, two beams of particles are crossed and the collision cross section 
determined by measuring the angular and energy distributions of the products. These 
measure the cross-sections directly.
2This data could come from atomic and molecular experiments, such as those mentioned 
above, or from molecular modelling which takes configurational information about how 
the atoms are arranged within the molecule, and derives the forces acting between the 
molecules.
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the density.
1.1 C on tin u ity  R ela tio n s
The starting point for both theories are the microscopic conservation laws 
tha t are obeyed by the particles under observation. These are typically con­
servation of mass, charge, momentum and energy. For each microscopic 
conservation law, there is a corresponding macroscopic continuity equation, 
which basically states tha t within a volume of a fluid, the influx of each 
conserved quantity must be balanced by a corresponding outflow of tha t 
quantity. By taking these fluid volumes sufficiently small th a t the macro­
scopic variables are constant across the volume, yet still large enough for 
the atomic nature  not to manifest itself (coarse graining), these continuity 
equations may be cast in differential form.
For example, the mass continuity equation is
^  = - V  ■ (pn) + S(r, t ) ,  (1.1)
where p is the mass density, u the streaming velocity of the fluid, S  the source 
term , and t is tim e [de Groot and Mazur (1962)]. Similarly, the momentum 
continuity equation may be written:
d\i
P~dt = _ V  ’ P +  a ^ ’ (L2)
where P is the  pressure tensor3, a is the acceleration of the fluid particles due 
to an external field and d/dt  is the to tal derivative given by d/dt  +  u  • V .
3 P may be defined by considering the infinitesimal force dF exerted by the fluid across 
a surface element dS. This force need not be aligned with the normal to the area element, 
so the most general relationship is given as dF =  — P • dS, where P is a rank two tensor.
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1.2 C o n stitu tiv e  R ela tion s
The non-equilibrium part of the pressure tensor n is called the viscous pres­
sure tensor
n = P - p eql .  (1.3)
Two centuries ago Newton realised tha t n, which is zero at equilibrium, can 
be driven by the strain rate  tensor V u . For atomic fluids close to equilibrium, 
the most general linear relation between the viscous pressure tensor and the 
strain rate  tensor is
n = - L (4> : V u . (1.4)
The fourth rank transport tensor L(h is a function of the thermodynamic 
sta te  of the system (p , T ). It is independent of the strain rate V u . In 
fluids with no external field applied, must be isotropic, i.e. rotationally 
invariant.
There are three independent isotropic rank four tensors, [see Temple 
(I960)] defined by the possible multilinear invariants of four vectors u, v, 
w  and x:
1^ :: uvw x =  (u • v )(w  • x),
1^ :: uvw x =  (u • w )(v  • x),
1^ :: uvw x =  (u • x )(v  • w).
In atomic fluids, the force acting between atoms is parallel to the dis­
placement between the atoms, i.e. a central force. This implies th a t P is
4
symmetric4, and so (1.4) becomes
= 2^Traceless, symmetrized part of Vu — 7/v(V • u)l
where 7? is the shear viscosity and t/ v  is the bulk viscosity. In molecular fluids, 
the intermolecular forces do not necessarily act parallel to the displacement 
between the molecules and the pressure is not necessarily symmetric, so a 
further term, vortex viscosity [de Groot and Mazur (1962)] must be intro­
duced.
The continuity relation (1.2) gives an exact relationship between the ve­
locity field and the pressure tensor. The Newtonian constitutive relation 
gives a relation between the pressure tensor and the velocity field which is a 
good approximation for fluids close to equilibrium. By combining the con­
tinuity and Newtonian constitutive relations, we obtain the Navier-Stokes 
equation of hydrodynamics:
In swarm physics, the only conserved quantity is mass (or equivalently 
charge), and even then only in the absence of reactions. The mass continu­
representing the net production of swarm particles due to reactions with the
4In microscopic terms [Evans and Standish (1990)], the pressure tensor can be written 
as:
(1.5)
ity equation is (1.1) with an additional term of up on the right hand side
where F ij is the force acting between particles i and j ,  and qij is their relative 
displacement.
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background gas. A momentum continuity equation would need to take into 
account the dynamics of the background gas, and so is not a useful relation 
for the theory. In this case, the constitutive relation must contain a constant 
term  representing the average streaming velocity due to the electric field, as 
well as the term  proportional to the gradient of p:
pU =  pUZ1) — ü / 2) • V/9. (1.6)
Upon substituting (1.6) into (1.1), we obtain the diffusion equation:
^ = a . * ° V - / l - V p  +  w(2> : (1.7)
The transport coefficients ud1) and ud2) can be identified with the
reaction ra te  */, the system drift velocity and the coefficient of diffusion re­
spectively. In free space, the transport coefficients of the swarm must satisfy 
cylindrical symmetry with the major axis in the direction of the electric field. 
The only vectors with this property must be proportional to the electric field 
E , and th a t any second rank tensor must be a linear combination of the 
unit tensor, and of the dyad EE . This means tha t the transport coefficients 
can be represented by three parameters: the drift velocity and
the two components of the diffusion coefficient, namely tha t which is aligned 
with the field, D l , and tha t which is transverse to the field D t • We have 
ad2) =  D t  1 +  (D l  — D t ) EE . An alternative param eter to the drift velocity 
is the mobility: p  =  v ^ / E .
1.3 Burnett Coefficients
W hen we wish to generalize the linear constitutive relations, swarm theories 
and dense fluid theories depart rapidly from each other. The most obvious
6
way to generalize the Newtonian constitutive relation is to write the viscous 
pressure tensor as an arbitrary analytic function of the strain rate:
n -  - L (4) : (Vu) + L(6) :: ( V u ) 2 +  • • •. (1.8)
Here is a rank six tensor tha t is clearly symmetric with respect to in­
terchanges of the 3rd and 5th, and of the 4th and 6th indices. An arbitrary 
isotropic 6th rank tensor has 15 independent components [Eu (1979)], which 
is reduced to 7 components when the above symmetries are taken into ac­
count (see Appendix D).If we further suppose th a t the fluid is monatomic, 
then n  must be symmetric, and the number of independent components 
reduces to 5, of which two are diagonal in the first two indices, and three 
are traceless. So at second order in the strain rate, there are five transport 
coefficients, two of which refer to bulk properties, and the other three which 
describe shearing properties. Similarly, at the next order in strain rate, there 
will be 22 transport coefficients.
Burnett (1935) developed a form of hydrodynamics tha t was more accu­
rate than Navier-Stokes hydrodynamics by applying the Chapman-Enskog 
procedure to the Boltzmann equation. [See Chapter 7 and 15 of Chapman 
and Cowling (1970) for a discussion]. This introduced 19 transport coeffi­
cients of which the 8 bulk coefficients are zero for a dilute gas. This left 6 
coefficients for the correction to the viscous pressure tensor, and 5 for the 
therm al flux term. The constitutive relation (1.8) refers to a situation where 
there are no therm al or pressure gradients, and so the three shear compo­
nents of l_(6) can be identified with the remaining three B urnett coefficients 
in equation (15.3,8) of Chapman and Cowling (1970). More will be said of 
the non-linear B urnett coefficients in chapter 6, where tractable expressions 
are developed relating the coefficients to equilibrium correlation functions.
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The generalization of the constitutive relation (1.6) for swarms is different 
in th a t linearity in the swarm density must be preserved:
OO
pu =  © (-vy-v
1=1
Here the generalized transport coefficients u ©  are rank l tensors, and 0  
indicates the (/ — l)-fold scalar product.
A fully consistent derivation of this relation based on a Chapman-Enskog- 
like solution of the linear Boltzmann equation can be found in Kumar et al. 
(1980). It is thought tha t the higher order transport coefficients with 
l > 3, play a role only where the density gradients are not small, such as 
near the boundary of the apparatus containing the swarm. However, at large 
density gradients, this whole approach is doubtful, as non physical behaviour 
results [see (1974)]. Analogous problems occur with B urnett and Super- 
B urnett level hydrodynamics in the theory of neutral gases [see (1983)]. 
More will be discussed on the subject of higher-order transport coefficients 
in chapter 3, where certain experimental effects can be explained in terms of 
these coefficients.
1 .4  B o ltz m a n n  E q u a tio n
So far, we have discussed the behaviour of fluids in terms of density and 
flow fields tha t are functions of position r and tim e t. This is a macroscopic, 
or hydrodynamic, picture of the fluid, where microscopic details such as 
the atomic nature of m atter, and the fluctuations of molecular velocities 
are washed out of the picture. At the other extreme is the microscopic 
picture, in which one follows the trajectories of each individual molecule.
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This is described by means of the Liouville equation, which in the case of an 
isolated system, generates Newton’s laws of motion for each molecule. More 
will be said on this in section 5.7. The third picture, called the mesoscopic 
picture, [Serra et al. (1986)] treats the velocity fluctuations by a phase-space 
distribution function / ( r, c, t) that depends on position r and velocity c at 
time £, where /(r, c, t)drdc is the number of particles contained in the phase 
space volume element drdc. The rate of change of the distribution function is 
made up of a streaming term due to particles entering and leaving the volume 
dr, another term due to collisions between particles, and in the presence of an 
external field, an acceleration term describing the particle flux in the volume 
dc. Symbolically, this reads
dtf  =  - c  d r/  -  a • d j  -  J ( / ) .
acceleration  term , ä  is
stream ing term  the acceleration  due to  collision  term
field
When Boltzmann first derived this equation, he considered a dilute gas 
in which only two gas molecules at a time are involved in the collisions. 
This implies that J  is a quadratic operator, and this equation is known 
as the Boltzmann equation. For a more detailed discussion on the form of 
J , and a derivation, see Dorfman and van Beijeren (1977). Attempts have 
been made to generalize the Boltzmann equation to handle denser gases by 
including collisions involving three or more bodies. The simplest and clearest 
formulation was given by Bogolubov in 1945 [see Cohen (1962)]. However, 
in the middle of the 1960s, it was discovered that Bogolubov’s generalization 
of the Boltzmann equation could not be correct, since the fourth and all 
higher order collision terms diverged. In two dimensions, even the third 
order term diverges. It is believed that the higher order collision operators 
may be resummed to obtain convergent collision integrals. See Cohen (1983)
9
and references therein for a discussion.
Since the mesoscopic approach fails for fluids of high density, a different 
approach is required for computing the transport coefficients from details of 
the microscopic interactions. A method was pioneered by Green and Kubo 
[see Zwanzig (1965)], which relates the transport coefficients to certain time 
correlation functions that can be computed by simulating the motion of the 
molecules due to their interactions. This expression is exact for arbitrary den­
sity, but is limited to the linear coefficients such as the |J4) in (1.8). Recently, 
Evans and Lynden-Bell (1988) have produced expressions for the non-linear 
Burnett coefficients. The work in this thesis implements the calculation for 
the simple model of electrical conductivity outlined in that paper.
In swarm physics, the swarm is dilute in comparison with the background 
neutral gas. The collisions between the charged particles and the neutral 
gas dominate over the collisions of the charged particles amongst themselves. 
This leads to a modelling of swarm physics by the linear Boltzmann equation, 
where J  is taken to be a linear operator acting on / .  This allows us to make 
use of the vast array of techniques available for linear operators.
1.5 C hapm an-E nskog Solu tion
The Chapman-Enskog procedure alluded to earlier provides a way of passing 
from the mesoscopic picture of the Boltzmann equation to the hydrodynamic 
picture. In the theory of neutral gases, there are two timescales, the first be­
ing the mean free time between collisions, and the second a macroscopic time 
which depends on the size of the system under consideration. This macro­
scopic time might be, for example, the time taken for a gas to equalize its
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pressure after being let into an empty box. The approach to equilibrium 
occurs in two stages. The first stage is the approach to a local thermal equi­
librium on a timescale of the order of the mean free time. The distribution 
function approaches that of a local Maxwellian,
c ’ 4) ^ n ( r ’ 4) ( r a t e * ) ) 2 exp ( “  [c ■ u(r> <)]2)  ’
where n is the local gas number density, T the local temperature, u the 
local velocity field, kß Boltzmann’s constant and m the molecular mass. 
The second stage, occurring on a macroscopic timescale, is described by the 
relaxation of the functions n, T, and u to their uniform equilibrium values.
The Chapman-Enskog solution of the Boltzmann equation uses the small­
ness of the mean free time as a perturbation parameter. On successive it­
erations of this perturbation, one obtains the Euler, Navier-Stokes, Burnett 
and Super-Burnett hydrodynamics respectively. See Chapman and Cowling 
( 1970) .
In swarm physics, the linear Boltzmann equation has an analogous solu­
tion. There are two timescales, a mean free time, and a macroscopic time 
which is usually the drift time. Since energy is constantly being extracted 
from the electric field, there is no approach to equilibrium. However, after 
several collision times, the velocity distribution will relax to a “local steady 
state”, in which the energy being extracted from the field by the swarm is 
removed by collisions with the background gas. This state is called the hy­
drodynamic regime by analogy with the hydrodynamics of neutral gas theory.
Instead of the five fields (n, T, and the three components of u) of the neu­
tral gas theory, the space-time dependence of a swarm in the hydrodynamic
11
regime is carried by the density alone:
OO
/ ( c ,r> 0  = fÜ)(c) © ( - ö r)Jn(r,t). (1.9)
3=0
Here the f^(c) are rank j  tensor functions of c.
It should be noted that equation (1.9) is the complete description of the 
hydrodynamic regime. By contrast, the hydrodynamic regime of the neutral 
gas problem is described by a coupled set of equations in the five fields 
(n, T and u). The Chapman-Enskog method constructs these equations 
at successive levels of approximation (Euler, Navier-Stokes etc.). Similarly, 
a coupled set of equations can be derived for with the operator A4 = 
a • d c + J  playing a role similar to the role that the linearized collision 
operator plays in neutral gas theory.
1.6 N on h yd rod yn am ic B eh aviou r
If the timescale of one’s interest is of comparable size to the mean free time, or 
if the length scale is of the order of the mean free path, then the assumptions 
involved in the Chapman- Enskog procedure break down. Examples of where 
this is the case include the behaviour of the fluid near the boundary, or the 
short-time evolution of the fluid in an arbitrary initial configuration. Even 
if the timescale of interest is large in comparison with the mean free time, 
then the hydrodynamic trajectory that the system follows is not identical to 
the hydrodynamic trajectory that passes through the system’s initial point. 
As we shall see in the case of swarms in chapter 3, this difference has a long 
range persistence, and can be quite significant on hydrodynamic timescales.
A further example where the assumptions of the Chapman-Enskog method 
break down is where the mean free time of the system becomes infinite. This
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might occur if the collision frequency diminishes sufficiently rapidly with 
increasing energy, leading to a runaway effect of the fluid becoming increas­
ingly hotter in time [see Waldman and Mason (1981) for a discussion]. This 
effect has been observed experimentally in swarms [Howorka et al. (1979), 
Morruzzi and Kondo (1980)], and has been reviewed by Kumar (1984).
The operator A4 introduced earlier controls the decay of the velocity 
distribution to its hydrodynamic distribution /o(c). In this thesis, A4 is as­
sumed to have a discrete spectrum, so we can identify the ground eigenstate 
of A4 with the hydrodynamic distribution /o(c). The presence of field inho­
mogeneities and boundary processes in which particles are being absorbed, 
(and perhaps re- emitted with different energies,) may be represented by an 
operator 7?, which is localized in position, in the Boltzmann equation. This 
operator is unlikely to commute with Af, so it will have the effect of mix­
ing the eigenstates in this region, producing a non-hydrodynamic velocity 
distribution.
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Chapter 2
T he Linear Boltzm ann  
Equation
The theory of swarm physics starts with the linear Boltzmann equation
[ft + c • d T + a • dc + J]  / ( c, r, t) = S(c, r, t), (2.1)
where the various terms have been introduced in section 1.4. The state of 
the art of swarm theory, as far as analysis of experiments is concerned is 
expounded in Huxley and Crompton (1974). This is based on the diffusion 
equation
[ f t  — lj ^  : dl  + uj • d T — n(r, t) = S(r, t), (2.2)
where is the total reaction rate, u /1) the drift velocity, and u t h e  
diffusion tensor. This equation is exactly solvable, whose solution for an 
initial delta function pulse 5(r, t) = S(r)S(t) is a displaced Gaussian
n(r,t) = (47rt) 2 [det(u/2)) 2 exp — (r — ut^k)2 : (4a/2^ ) *] . (2.3)
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The hydrodynamic assumption (1.9) leads to the transport equation
which is a generalization of the diffusion equation. This follows from (2.1) if 
we identify the transport coefficients with
That hydrodynamic transport should be governed by the infinite mul­
tipole transport equation (2.4) and that the diffusion equation was but an 
approximation truncated at second order, was pointed out by Kumar and 
Robson (1973). Skullerud (1974) developed the transport equation into a 
theory that explained anisotropies observed earlier in Monte Carlo experi­
ments [Macintosh (1974)].
The first steps beyond the hydrodynamic assumption (1.9) were taken 
by such people as Macintosh (1974) who studied the effect of initial value 
conditions by Monte Carlo techniques, and Skullerud (1974; 1977) who used 
numerical solutions to the Boltzmann equation. A significant improvement in 
technique came with the introduction of time dependent transport coefficients 
[Tagashira et al. (1977), Tagashira (1981)]. These workers have suggested 
that different transport coefficients are applicable to the different type of 
swarm experiments. This debate has largely been settled by expressing the 
various transport coefficients in terms of the time of flight parameters [Blevin 
and Fletcher (1984)].
The next major step in the development of a non-hydrodynamic theory 
comes with Kumar (1981), who relates the characteristic time of the ap­
proach to the hydrodynamic regime to the inverse of a gap in the spectrum
oo
dt ~  0  ( ~ d r)k n(r,t) = S(r,t), (2.4)
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of M. — a • dc -f J  between the lowest eigenvalue, and the rest of the spec­
trum. Kondo (1987) introduced a projection operator which projected out 
the hydrodynamic solution. This work is a restatement of adiabatic elimina­
tion methods [Marchesoni and Grigolini (1985)] in a swarm context. Rondo’s 
paper is general, and the formal nature of the work does not properly address 
the conditions under which the hydrodynamic regime might exist, or what 
the timescales of the approach to the hydrodynamic regime might be. We 
can answer some of these questions by making the simplifying assumption 
that the spectrum of M. is discrete, and that the set of eigenfunctions is 
complete in the space of all velocity distributions, and that one eigenvalue 
has smaller real part than all the others. This work has been published as 
Standish (1987).
2.1 T im e D ep en d en t Transport C oefficients
By integrating the Boltzmann equation over c, we obtain the continuity 
equation
dtn(r,t) + u/0)(t)n(r,£) + V • j(r,*) =  S(r,t).
We can write the Fourier transform of the current j as a product j(k, t) = 
jo(k, /)n(k, t). If jo is analytic, we can write
oo
jo(M ) = ^ w (,+1)(/) © (-*k)z (2.5)
1=0
which defines the time dependent transport coefficients u Upon substi­
tuting this back into the continuity equation, we obtain a generalization of 
the transport equation (2.4) having time dependent transport coefficients:
OO
Y  v {l\ t )  © ( - d r)ln = dtn. (2.6)
1=0
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Taking the Fourier transform of this equation, and dividing by n, the Fourier 
transform of n, one gets
l)(t) 0  (—tk)* = dt In n(k, t).
1=0
The individual transport coefficients can be extracted from this power 
series by taking the /th derivative of this at the origin of k-space. Defining 
the operation
= lim o
(*#k y 
/!
the transport coefficients can be expressed as
u>(l\ t )  = Q ^dt In n(k, t). (2.7)
In Kumar et al. (1980), these coefficients are identified with the time 
derivatives of certain correlation functions. In particular, u;(0)(2) is the loga­
rithmic time derivative of the number of charged particles, and is the
velocity of the centroid of the swarm.
2.2 P ro jectio n  O perator
Since we are interested in obtaining h(k, t) for small values of k, it is reason­
able to assume that zc • k + M. also admits a complete set of eigenfunctions, 
at least for sufficiently small k. The adjoint operator zc • k -f M. will then 
admit a complete set of eigenfunctions that are biorthogonal with those of 
zc • k + M :
(zc • k + M )^j(c, zk) = —cjj(zk)^j(c,zk) (2.8)
(zc • k -f A4)$j(c, zk) — — u>j(zk)$j(c, zk)
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J $  j(c,ik)$i(c,ik)dc =  8ji. (2.9)
These eigenfunctions may be used as a basis set for finding the solution 
function /(c,k,<), as in equation (2.14).
The index j  takes values from a set <r, which is isomorphic to the natural 
numbers, as the spectrum is assumed discrete. Let the index 0 denote the 
eigenvalue of —M  with largest real value, i.e. Re(u;o(0)) > Re(o;j(0)) for 
every other j  6 cr. Then, we define a projection operator P*., which projects 
out the hydrodynamic (long time) part of the Fourier transform of a phase 
space distribution / (c,k,t)  by
Pkf(c,k, t )  = $ 0(c,ik) J $ 0(c', ik)f(c\ik,t)dc'.
The fc-space density function can now be split into a hydrodynamic part
n0(M ) = J  Pkf(c,k, t )dc  (2.10)
and a non-hydrodynamic part
x(k.o = " (k’° ~ " f ’<).n0{k,t)
The Taylor series coefficients of x(k,t) are denoted by
x^(f) = £l^x(k,t).
These can be computed from the Taylor coefficients 3>^(c), which can 
be computed from the eigenfunctions of A4 by means of a recursion method 
(see Appendix A). Substituting n = n0( 1 + x) into (2.7), the time dependent 
transport coefficients become
= f l^dt{lnno + ln(l + a:)}
= £l^{dt In n0 + dtx(l — x + x2 — ...)}. (2.12)
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2.3 Form al So lu tion  o f th e  B o ltzm a n n  E qua­
tion
The Fourier transform of (2.1) with an initial distribution S(c, r, t ) =  8(t)fi(c, r) 
is
(dt + zc • k + M) f ( c, k, t) = 6(t)fi(c, k), 
and has the formal solution
/(c ,k  ,t) =  0(£)exp{ —(zc • k -f M)t}fi(c,  k). (2.13)
Equation (2.13) can be expressed in terms of the complete basis defined by 
equations (2.8) as
/(c,k ,<) = 0(t)5^exp(w j(*k)<)^(c,ik) J  $j(c', zk)/,(c', ik)dc'. (2.14)
Substituting this into equations (2.10), (2.11) we see that
n0(k,tf) = Q(t) exp{o;o(zk)t}no(k, 0), (2.15)
h0(k, 0)x(k,/) = 0 (*)5Z exp[{o;j(zk) -  uj0(ik)}t]x
i^o
J  ^j(c,zk)dc J  $j(c',ik)fi(c,  zk)dc' (2.16)
and so is going to be of the form
p ‘°(<)exp { - ( wo(0) -  Wj(0))t}
jG<r
J #  0
where is an /th order polynomial in with rank l tensor coefficients.
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For t t  =  {minj Re (cjo(0) — u>j(0))} *, all the moments of x , and their 
time derivatives will become vanishingly small. So, we have
— > £ l ^ d t In h o  —  fi^u>0 (*k) =  c j q \
thus establishing the existence of a hydrodynamic regime, where the time 
development of swarms is characterized by constant transport coefficients.
If the to tal number of particles is conserved, then u/°)(t) =  0 at all times. 
This means from equation (2.12) th a t dtx ^  =  0, so th a t is constant. 
Since for large times, — > 0, this means tha t x^°\ t )  = 0 at all times.
2.4 The nature of the Spectrum and the Run­
away Phenomenon
Very little is known about the nature of the spectrum  of A4 for collision oper­
ators corresponding to real interactions. The main features of the spectrum  
of J , but not all of its detailed properties are known for the hard sphere 
potential, and for r~s potentials [Grad (1963), Dorfman (1963), Kuscer and 
Williams (1967), Yan and Wannier (1968) and Pao (1974)]. The spectrum  
for Maxwell molecules ( r -4 potential) is the only potential for which the 
spectrum  is known completely [see preceding refs]. Almost nothing is known 
for the potentials having an attractive component.
We have chosen a discrete spectrum  because our exactly solvable model 
has this structure, and we wish to understand the features of this model in the 
first instance, and also because the mathem atics of discrete spectra is vastly 
simpler to th a t of continuous spectra. (This is why the theory of compact 
operators, and of bounded self-adjoint operators is so much more developed
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than the case of general linear operators.) However, the existence of runaway 
[Howorka et al. (1979), Moruzzi and Hondo (1980)] shows th a t there are 
circumstances where this assumption fails. In this phenomenon, there are 
regions of the param eter E / N  for which the transport coefficients are not 
well defined. The motion of the centroid is reminiscent of acceleration rather 
tha t th a t of a steady drift velocity. The arguments in the previous section 
rule out the possibility of runaway arising when the spectrum  is discrete. 
Consequently, we can say th a t a necessary condition for runaway is th a t the 
spectrum  must have continuous or residual components.
Cavalieri and Paveri-Font ana (1972) give as sufficient condition for run­
away to occur th a t the integral / 0°° u(c)dc of the velocity dependent collision 
frequency should exist. This collision frequency is defined by
!/(c) =  J|c -  c' |ct( |c -
where / 0(c) is the background gas distribution function, and a(c) is the total 
scattering cross section. Since necessity and sufficiency are often closely con­
nected conditions in mathematics, one may speculate tha t there is a strong 
connection between the asymptotic form of v(c) for large c, and the structure 
of the spectrum  of J .
2.5 K lein -K ram ers M od el
As a way of obtaining insight into how the behaviour of swarms are related 
to various m athem atical features of the Boltzmann equation, it is useful to 
have an exactly solvable model. The models most often employed in transport 
theory are briefly reviewed in section 13 of Kumar et al. (1980). The model
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tha t reflects best the theory developed so far is the Rayleigh gas model, which 
describes Brownian motion.
Brownian motion may be considered to be a limiting case of swarms in 
which the diffusing particle is very much more massive than  the background 
fluid molecules. This phenomenon is described in stochastic theory by the 
m aster equation, which is an integral equation, and an equivalence with a 
differential form, known as the Kramers-Moyal expansion. This expansion 
is often truncated at second order, where it is known as the Fokker-Planck 
equation, which is essentially exact for Brownian motion. A general intro­
duction to this subject can be found by Risken (1984), and in a kinetic theory 
context by Braglia (1980).
The analogy of Brownian motion and swarm physics suggests th a t a 
differential form of the collision operator can be found in which the ratio 
M / ( m  -f M )  plays the part of a small expansion param eter, where M  is 
the background gas molecule mass, and m  the charged particle mass. Ku­
mar et al. (1980) develop this expansion, which they call the Fokker-Planck 
expansion, and another expansion valid when m /(m  -f M )  is small.
If we make the approximation of the background gas molecule veloci­
ties being much larger th a t the charged particle velocities, and truncate the 
Fokker-Planck expansion at second order, we obtain the Klein-Kramers equa­
tion:
dtf  +  c • drf  +  a • dcf  -  vidc • (c/ )  -  v2d \ f  +  v f  =
(dt +  c • dr +  M )  / ( c, r, t) = S ( c, r, t). (2.17)
The reaction rate v is positive when ionization occurs. The coefficients V\
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and v2 are related to physical quantities by
V\ = m v c/ M , v2 =  kßTiyc/ M ,
where kß is Boltzm ann’s constant and T  the background gas tem perature. 
The collision frequency vc is approximately the product of the swarm drift 
velocity, the background gas number density, and the collision cross section.
We look for a solution to the Klein-Kramers equation in the form / ( c ,  r, t) =  
/  G(c, r, t; c', r', t ' ) S ( c \  r', t')dc'dr'dt'where the Greens function G satisfies
(dt +  c • dr +  M ) G(c, r, t\ c', r ', t') = 8{t — t')8(c — c')8(r  — r'). (2.18)
Taking the Fourier transform of (2.18) with respect to position, we find:
[dt +  zc • k  +  M ] G(c, k, t\ c', r',t') =  8(t — t')8(c — c/)e_^k'r , .
The operator zc • k +  M. can be transformed into a herm itian operator by 
means of the similarity transform ation 7^k =  [te(c)]-1 (zc • k +  A4)ie(c), 
where zn(c) =  exp( — (zqc — a 2/4zqv2)). This has a discrete spectrum  with 
a complete set of eigenfunctions:
h k ^ n (c ,k )  =  —u?n(zk)E!n(c, k). (2.19)
The Green’s function can then be w ritten using a spectral expansion
ö (c ,k ,J ;c ,,r ,,$/) =  (2.20)
©(* -  t') u>(c)Sn(c, k) exp [u>n(ik)(* -  t')] [zn(c')]-1 En(c', k )e_zkr'.
Making the change of variables g =  ( — z ^ c - f a  — 2z/2zk/z'i) /  (2 z/!Z/2)2 the 
eigenvalue equation (2.19) for 7Yk is transformed to the harmonic oscillator 
problem familiar from quantum  mechanics:
d l  -  g2 +  3 +
2u>n(zk) 2k2v2 2za • k
- 6  + 2z o^\ 1
v \
=n(g) =  0.
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This equation is separable in cartesian coordinates gl5 g2, # 3  and has solutions 
in terms of Hermite polynomials [Abramowitz and Stegun (1965) 22.6.20]:
H„(g) =  e-»2/2H„I(S l)H„2(s2)Hn3(<73) (2.21)
Ü2„(ik) =  —i/i (u! +  n2 +  n3) +  v — — — - |  fc2, (2.22)
n  l  *T
where n i, n 2 and n3 are whole numbers, and n is the cartesian triple (n l5 n 2, n 3) 
These solutions can also be expressed in spherical coordinates by means of 
B urnett functions [Kumar (1980)]. In one dimension, the result is identi­
cal except th a t g is now a scalar, and the index set {n} is the set of whole 
numbers.
The Greens function may now be evaluated by substituting (2.21) and 
(2.22) into (2.20):
G (c ,k ,i;  c', r ',^ )  =
w(c) (  <72 g'2 ,
0(<- ° ) ^ ) eXP { - 2 ~ Y  +
ia  • k -  — v [ * - < ' ]  X
II t CXP( f l ) H n fa )H . (g').
i = l  n = 0  ^  U -
The sum over n may be evaluated using a generating function for Hermite 
polynomials [Erdelyi (1954) 10.13.22]:
£ (g/2)"n!n = 0
Thus we obtain
H „(x)H n(y) = (1 -  z2) - !  exp .
G(c, k , t\ c ', r ', t') = (1 — exp[2i/i(t — t')]) 3^2 x 
/x u>(c)
0(£ — t ) —yyyyy exp
;(c') ( 4 - 4 *
ia • k i/2 , o 
v ------------------k
V 2 2 $ It - 1]
exp ( - g  • g'cosech (yx[t -  t']) +  \  [g2 +  g,2) {coth(i^[t  -  t'}) +  1}) .
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The inverse Fourier transform of G is a Gaussian integral, so we obtain
- 3 /2
G '(c ,r ,t ;c ,,r ',T )  =  S ( t  -  t') (1 -  z2)A  exp(C -  B 2/4A) (2.23)
where z  =  e Uli and
A  =  — tanh
T ’
Zq£
B = V ^ r ir“ai~(c+c'~2T tanhi 7 ’
c  l(c — a /i/i)  — (c' — a / )-g12
V 2 1 -  Z 2
In one dimension, the exponent on the second factor in (2.23) is — z.e.
G '(c ,r ,^ ;c ',r /,T) =  0 ( t  -  t') [(1 -  z2)ä ]~ 2 exp(C  -  B 2/4A ). (2.24)
Figure (2.1) shows the one dimensional density distribution plotted at 
successive values of t , from an initial delta function pulse, i.e.
roo
\(r,t) = / G(c, r, t\ 0, 0, 0)dc
J — oo
In the r-t plane, the path  tha t the centroid traces out is plotted (dotted 
curve) and can be compared with the path expected if the system were hydro- 
dynamic with a constant drift velocity (dashed curve). Non-hydrodynamic 
effects manifest themselves within time \ / v \  of the origin, with a residual 
constant retardation of the swarm at large times. This was an effect first ob­
served by Harris (1981), who noted the “non-diffusive” nature of the Klein- 
Kramers equation at large times. Titulaer (1983) explained the phenomenon 
using a detailed analysis of the Klein-Kramers equation. This effect has 
been discovered a number of times in different contexts, for example Robson 
(1975) noted the  effect in the BGK model. However, it was generally ig­
nored as not having physical consequences. I rediscovered this phenomenon
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=  fr'n(r' ,t)dr '/  fn(r',t)dr'
Figure 2.1: Evolution of the  one dim ensional K lein-K ram ers equation show­
ing non-hydrodynam ic effects a t large times
independently, and showed th a t it should occur under quite general circum ­
stances and  have m easurable consequences for swarm  experim ents. More will 
be said on this in chapter 3.
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C hapter 3
End Effects in T im e o f Flight 
Experim ents
3.1 T im e o f F light E x p erim en ts
The general principle of this experiment is tha t a narrow pulse of charged 
particles is injected into the drift region, and the resulting distribution of 
charged particles is observed at some time later. By taking the final obser­
vation at different times, a picture can be built up of how a pulse evolves in 
time. The drift velocity is usually calculated by finding the time tha t the 
swarm’s peak takes to traverse a certain distance.
Many methods have been used to measure drift velocities, but this thesis 
will only be concerned with the electrical shutter method. The shutters 
usually consist either of a pair of wire gauzes, as in the Tyndell-Powell 
m ethod, or of a grid of wires of alternating polarity as in the more accurate 
Bradbury-Nielson method (see fig. 3.1). The first shutter opens to let the
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Figure 3.1: Bradbury-Nielsen shutter
swarm into the drift region. The particles then drift and diffuse in a uniform 
electric field to a second shutter which samples the charged particle flux at 
some time after the pulse was transm itted through the first shutter (see fig. 
3.2). The distance between the shutters may be varied to measure the swarm 
density as a function of distance, as well as time. The shutters are usually 
operated by applying either a sine or square wave of variable frequency. The 
arrival time spectrum  is obtained by measuring the current as a function of 
the shutter frequency. This consists of a series of peaks at frequencies, / n, 
which in the case of the Tyndell-Powell method satisfy the relation
f n  Vdr__ ___
n d
where n is an integer, Vdr the drift velocity, and d the distance between the 
shutters. In the Bradbury-Nielson technique, the frequencies are effectively 
doubled, as the  shutter is open when the shutter control signal passes through
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Field collector
current
source
d
1----©----* f l  /2 /3frequency
Figure 3.2: Time of flight experiment with shutters. A typical arrival time 
spectrum  is shown
zero, and closed when a voltage of either polarity is applied to the shutter.
3.2 L ith ium  ion - H eliu m  E xp erim en t
The transport properties of Li+ ions in helium have received much interest 
owing to the relative simplicity of this particular ion-atom system, which has 
allowed the calculation of highly accurate ab initio interaction potentials. 
These can be used in conjunction with transport theory to give “ab initio” 
transport coefficients, which can be compared directly with experiment.
However the results from experiment were confusing. Skullerud et a/.(1986) 
measured the ratio of D t /(i of transverse diffusion to mobility, and found 
tha t their data is in significant disagreement with values of D t / ^  calcu­
lated from the potential of Viehland (1983), which was based on the data 
of G atland et al.(1977). Furthermore, a highly accurate ab initio potential 
calculation by Senff and Burton (1986) yielded D j //i  values tha t agrees with 
the measured values within the stated uncertainty of 2%.
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Furthermore, there was considerable discrepancy amongst the mobility 
values of Takata (1975), Gatland et al. (1977) and Cassidy and Elford 
(1985), even allowing for the slightly different experimental conditions under 
which the experiments were performed. The differing data were finally rec­
onciled by explicitly recognizing the possibility that the experiments were no 
longer described by a second order diffusion equation of the form (2.2). Two 
different ad hoc methods of eliminating the effects due to the breakdown of 
this description were applied by England and Elford (1987) and Lpvaas et al. 
(1988), and yielded transport data in agreement with the ab initio calcula­
tions. These effects are known as end-effects, because the diffusion equation 
is expected to hold in the bulk of a homogeneous neutral gas, with a uniform 
field, and any departures from this state occur at the ends of the apparatus.
England and Elford (1987) assume that the end effects in time of flight 
mobility measurements take the form of a power series in the inverse of the 
drift length. By fitting this power series to their mobility measurements at 
different drift distances, they eliminated the end effects by extrapolating to 
infinite drift distance.
Lpvaas et al. (1988) assume that the end effects induce a distortion to 
the basic gaussian solution (2.3) that can be written as a series in Hermite 
polynomials, similar to the solution of the transport equation (2.4) given 
by Skullerud (1974). By truncating the series at third order, they obtain 
expressions for the mean and variance of the drift time. By comparing these 
values at different drift distances, they can obtain values for the transport 
coefficients.
In the case of lithium ions in helium, the transport properties are now 
considered to be well understood. However, it has highlighted a deficiency
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in the conventional transport theory based on the diffusion equation (1.7), 
which needs to be overcome if the correction methods employed are to be 
understood. In this chapter, I develop a non-hydrodynamic theory of time- 
of-flight experiments which provides theoretical underpinning to the methods 
of England and Elford, and to those of Lpvaas et al.. These results have been 
reported in Standish (1987) However, I have not treated the effects due to 
the distortion of the field near the shutter, nor the effects of absorption onto 
the apparatus, which are considered to be a significant contribution to the 
total end-effect. Much work remains to be done in this area before there is 
full understanding of end-effects.
3.3 N on h yd rod yn am ic C on trib u tion s to  End- 
E ffects in T im e-of-F ligh t Sw arm  E xp er­
im ents
Let us consider an experiment where the time at which the centroid arrives at 
the collector is measured. This is not the same thing as measuring the time 
at which the peak collector current occurs. We will deal with the experiment 
in which the peak collector current is measured in the next section.
The distance travelled by the centroid in time t can be found by integrat­
ing
d= f ‘ u ^ (
Jo
(i) x^(0)
0 1 -f ar(°)(0) 1 +
cJq — x ^ (0 ) + for the non-reactive case.
— x ^ (0 ) as t — * oo (3.1)
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If we measure the times t\ and t2 at two different drift distances di and 
d2, and then extract the drift velocity from the ratio (d\ — d2)/(ti — t2), as 
L0vaas et al. (1988) do, then the non-hydrodynamic effects are completely 
eliminated. However, if we just take the ratio of drift length to drift time, 
then a correction needs to be made to take into account the x^^(0) term. 
Inverting (3.1) to get t as a function of d, the measured value of the drift 
velocity is obtained by dividing d by the time (since all vectors in the system 
must be proportional to a we can treat them as scalar quantities):
( i )Vdr =  UJq
x^ (^0)
V1 4  +  * « ( o ) j '  ( 3 '2 )
England and Elford (1987) supposed that the correction due to all the 
end effects is a power series in 1/d:
V dr =  ^o1} ( 1 +  a ' d  *
V i=l >
(3.3)
Equation (3.2) is exactly this form, the correction being just the sum of a 
geometric series:
3.4 M od el C alcu lation
To compute x^^(0) for the Klein-Kramers model, we need to make some as­
sumptions about the initial phase space distribution. The swarm is collected 
in a potential well formed by the electric shutter, before being released into 
the drift tube. For calculational simplicity, we assume that the inital velocity 
distribution is a Gaussian. Thus, we have
/t(c, k) = (cr/7r)t exp(—<jc2).
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Substituting this into (2.10), we get
n0(k, 0) =  exp za • k
a _  Vfr 
v\ vx
(3.4)
England and Elford (1987) have measured the mobility of Li+ ions in
(3.3), truncating the series at q2. Their fitted values for ai ranged from 0.5 
to 2 mm, as a function of electric field strength. It is of interest to compare 
this value of cq, which is the combined error due to all end effects, with
parameters into equation (3.4). Even though the Klein-Kramers model is 
not really applicable to lithium in helium, where the ions and neutrals have 
nearly the same mass, the result should indicate whether non-hydrodynamic 
effects are a significant proportion of the total end effect.
The experiment was performed with a neutral gas pressure of 50 Pa and a 
temperature of 300 K. Using the ideal gas equation of state, this corresponds 
to a number density of 1022 particles per m3. The measured drift velocity 
was 4 x 103ms_1. From Viehland (1982), the cross section at this kinetic 
energy (|^Li^dr) ls about 2 0 = 5 x 10-2om2, where a0 is the Bohr radius. 
This figure is very similar to 47rög obtained by considering the collision of two 
spheres of radius a0. From this, we can conclude that the collision frequency 
will be of the order of 500vdr, or v\ ~  870udr- Upon substituting this into 
equation (3.4), the value of x^ (0 ) is found to be of the order of 1 mm, to be 
compared with the typical drift distance of 100mm.
While experimental corrections must include other end effects, as dis­
cussed by England and Elford (1987), we can conclude that non-hydrodynamic
helium at various distances, and fitted the experimental data to equation
the numerical value for x^ (0 ) obtained by substituting the experimental
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effects are a significant contribution to experimental end effects.
3.5 P eak  A rrival T im e
Consider now an experiment such as that of England and Elford (1987), 
where the time at which the peak collector current occurs is taken as the 
drift time. A brief summary of the results to be presented in the rest of this 
chapter has been reported in Standish and Kumar (1987). We will assume 
that the swarm is described by the free space solution at large times (2.15):
n(r,t) = (27t)—2 J  exP(zk • r + *b(ik)t -  ln(l + x(k, 0)))n(k, 0)dk. (3.5)
In the following analysis, we will assume a delta function initial pulse h ( k, 0) =
1, and that the velocity distribution of the source has cylindrical symmetry 
about the axis defined by the field. Choose cylindrical coordinates &j_, kg 
and kz . All quantities in this system must satisfy cylindrical symmetry, i.e. 
depend only on k \  and kz, so that
Wo(*k) =  j , i ( - k l Y (i k z )1
i,i
and
ln(l + x(k,0)) = Y , t * j Ä - k±Y{ikz)1-
3,1
Note that £0i — £^(0 ) when the swarm is conserved. Then equation (3.5) 
may be written [Skullerud (1974)]:
_3 1
n(p±,pz,t) =  (4?r) 2 (uQ2t -  f02) 2 (u2Qt -  <^2o) x
e x P  ( — £ 2 t \ j )  2  2l (u2ot — £ 2 0 )  * ( — 2 ) J (u302t — £02) 2 d f±d iz ]  x
\ 2 i + j > 2  J
exp(-pi -  pi) (3.6)
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where p± — r±/2(u;2ot — <^20)2 and pz — (z — cj01t -f £oi) / 2 ( ü;o2^  — £02) 2 •
If the to tal number of charged particles is conserved, the continuity equa­
tion for the current density is:
dtn +  V • j =  0.
Substituting the time dependent transport equation (2.6), we get:
0 0
V - j  =  - E " (0W O ( - V ) 'n .  (3.7)
/=1
The to tal current passing through an infinite plane electrode located at d is:
i(d,t) = J  y d S  = J V • jd r  =  J ^  uj l^\ t )  © ( - V ) (/_1W S , (3.8)
electrod e haif space electrode
left o f elec­
trode
where use has been made of the divergence theorem to substitute equation 
(3.7).
To calculate the peak arrival time, we differentiate the above expression 
for the collector current and solve. Since we are interested in drift times 
much larger than the non-hydrodynamic relaxation time r ,  the transport 
coefficients can be replaced by their constant values, so tha t the required 
condition is
.  oo
/  E w o ) 0 ( - V ) ' - 10 tn J S  =  O.
J  1=1
Substitute for dtn using the transport equation, and the integral 
J  exp ( -p l )dS  = 47r(u;2o*m -  £2 0 ) ^ 0
infinite
plane
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and we find:
.  OO t
0 = / E E © (-v)WsJ 1__i  ™ — 1/=1 m 1
oo l
— 47r(u;20t m  — £20) LJO m U o j - m + l (  — ‘2 ) l { u 0 2 t m  ~  £0 2 ) 2 X
/= 1  m = l
dj>2 exp (^o^m -  £oj)(-2) J(u;02^ m -  £0 2 ) 2^ z exp(-p^).
Expanding the exponential differential operator, collecting terms in powers of 
dPz, and using Rodrigues’ formula [Abramowitz and Stegun (1965), 22.11.7] 
to express it in terms of Hermite polynomials, we find:
0 = 4?r(u;2o*m -  6o )exp(-/^ )x
where [n] denotes the greatest integer less than or equal to n. If we assume 
that the sum over / is appropriately convergent, then tm is a power series 
in the inverse drift length. In particular, we expect that the measured drift 
velocity found by dividing the drift length by the drift time is given by the 
true drift velocity plus corrections that decay as a power series in 1/d. So 
we assume that
This power series can be inverted to obtain a power series for tm [Knopp
2 l{iOQ2tm — £0 2 ) 2H l(Pz) (3.9)
d 00
(3.10)
(1951), 4.3(20)]:
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Substituting this into pz, one obtains:
Pz =
1 ( ^ 0 2  d \  2
^01
( £oi H----— + terms of order d 1 ) .
V L cjoi J /
The leading power of the Hermite polynomials at large drift distances will 
be given by the constant or linear term of the polynomial, for even and odd 
polynomials respectively. So
H ,(* ) ( _ l ) [ ' / 2 ]
(_l)['/2]
/!
P/2]!
l\
m
1 l even
2pz l odd
1 / even
l t e r P M £ )  odd
Substituting this into equation (3.9), we get
w0mw0,(—m+l +
/=1 \  m = l
Yl ( ^ O ^ O j - l   51 5Z 5Z
 A:= 1 7=3 m =  1
^ O m ^ O J - j k - m + l i ^ O j d / C^ Qi — £ o j ) V  k \  X
2Z(co2d / c o i ) - [(H1)/2l( - l ) [//2]
1 / even
£01 + ^ 7  * odd
The leading power of d will be the one that maximizes k — [(/ + 1 )/2]. As 
k increases proportionally to 1/3 , this will happen for low values of l. In 
particular, the leading term will have contributions from / = 1,2 and 4, and 
k = [(/ — l)/3]. Setting the leading term to zero yields a linear equation for 
the unknown cq, to which the solution is:
3^03^01
a i  —  —<^oi£oi +  2üj02 — (3.11)
The three terms in this expression can be identified. The first is just 
the non-hydrodynamic term discussed in the previous section. The second is
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the effect of diffusion over a plane electrode [Huxley and Crompton (1974), 
§(5.8)] and the third is the contribution from higher order transport effects.
Similarly, the next term in the series (3.10) can be calculated. This was 
done using a computer algebra package (see Appendix B), the result being
_  27o;o3 9o;oi^ o4 117^01^03 , lb u ^ ^ o s  3u>oi£o3
4 2u?02 8iJq2 4 c^ 02 2cJo2
4 2 3 u>oi<^ o3 , 3u;oiü;o3^oi 3u;0i ^ o3£o2 . >2 ,, c / 0 1 0 \
' QO 4 ' O 2 ' WO l4 o i 4 a ;0 2 4 o i f o . i z joILOq 2 ^ 0 2  2 cJq2
3.6 P ressu re  D ep en d en cies o f
N on -h yd rod yn am ic and H igher O rder D if­
fusion  E ffects
In classical transport theory, the transport coefficients have a simple depen­
dence upon the pressure of the neutral gas if the ratio of the electric field to 
neutral gas density is kept constant. The presence of end effects introduces 
anomalous pressure dependencies in the experimental data. It is therefore of 
interest to calculate the pressure dependence of the two end effects discussed 
here. This is done by dimensional analysis on the Boltzmann equation.
Introduce a parameter v which scales proportionally with the neutral gas 
density, and, since a /n 0 is constant, the field. As the collision operator J  
is proportional to the neutral gas density, the scaled operator is ic • k +  
ua.-dc -\-i'J and has eigenvectors ^j(r/;c,k) = 4^(1; c, k/z/) with eigenvalues 
ik) = vcoj( 1; ik/v).  Upon identifying the transport coefficients with the 
multipole coefficients of the lowest eigenvalue, we see that u>  ^ ~  v~l+1.
The non-hydrodynamic part of the density is given explicitly by (2.16).
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For a delta function initial pulse, the initial Fourier transformed phase space 
distribution does not depend on k, and so k,t) = x ( l;k /u:t) or ~  
v~l. Substituting these relations into equation (3.5), we can obtain the scal­
ing for the spatial density function n(z/;r, t) = i/3n(l; i/r, vt) and similarly, 
the collector current scaling i(is;d,t) = vi(\\vd, vt). If we differentiate this 
expression with respect to t , and solve for we find
d 00—(v) = woi +'%2al(l)(i/d)~l
1-1
and so the end effects scale as a/ ~  v~l. This property is obeyed by equation 
(3.11) and (3.12) for Gqand a2-
The experimental data of England and Elford (1987) for Gq (called oq 
in their paper) seem to indicate that Gq is almost independent of pressure. 
This discrepancy is surprising in view of the clear nature of the pressure 
dependence derived in this section. One must conclude that other effects 
must play a significant role in the total end-effect. One such effect might be 
an error in the initial position of the swarm. For example, a delta function 
pulse of the form n(z, 0) = S(z — e), where e is the true centroid of the initial 
pulse, will give rise to a pressure independent component of £01 •
3.7 Separation  o f th e  D ifferent E nd E ffects.
In this section, we propose an answer to an idealized problem: Given that the 
only source of end effects are those discussed so far, how might one disentan­
gle these two different effects from experimental data? This is tantamount to 
asking how the drift time for the centroid of the swarm might be measured, as 
(from eq. 4) this measurement is influenced only by the non-hydrodynamic 
process.
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We assume tha t the collector current can be recorded as a function of 
drift length and time, and tha t the drift velocity ü;0i and the diffusion coeffi­
cient Lo0 2  are known for the system (presumably by extrapolating the data to 
infinite drift lengths). Then taking the first moment of the current, we have
. oo
zi(z, t)dz  = / zy^u>oj(—dzy ~ 1ndr
j = i
=  c j q i  J  zndr  —  c j0 2  J  ndr
—  U 0 1 z { t )  —  U3q 2
where z(t) is the position of the centroid at time t , and in the last line, n 
has been normalized. At large times, according to (3.1), this should become 
linear in t with slope cj0i - The intercept of this line with the t = 0 axis will 
give the value of £0i-
3.8 Boundaries and Field Inhomogeneities
England and Elford (1987) discuss the end-effects in mobility measurements 
under five headings; those of contact potentials, non-hydrodynamic effects, 
higher-order diffusion effects, field interpenetration and boundary effects. 
The first effect is simply an error in the measured value of the drift potential, 
which introduces an uncertainty proportional to 1 /d in the the electric field. 
In this chapter, I have examined the second two effects, and showed tha t 
they give rise to corrections in the form of a power series in 1/d of about the 
same magnitude as observed in experiment.
The final two effects are due to inhomogeneities in the field caused by the 
shutters being imperfect, and those due to the selective removal of particles 
incident on the boundaries of the apparatus. The theory is formally the same,
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and it would appear th a t either effect is quite difficult to describe. Formally 
we would include these effects into the Boltzmann equation by writing an 
additional operator B which repesents the loss of particles to the boundary or 
the scattering of particles on a field inhomogeneity. This operator is localized, 
and may be idealized as being proportional to a surface delta function.
If one has the free space Greens function Gq (e.g. eq (2.23)), then one 
can write the complete Greens function in the presence of a boundary as a 
Dyson equation: [Kumar (1984)]
OO
G = G o E ( ßG o)n- (3-13)
n = 0
If we consider an operator B representing a completely im penetrable barrier, 
then the two regions must be causally unconnected, i.e. G(r, r;) =  0 where r 
and r' lie on opposite sides of the barrier. However, this would imply th a t G 
is not an analytic function, and so th a t the approximation (3.13) in terms of 
analytic functions is doomed at best to be slowly convergent. Furthermore, 
the correction terms to the free space Greens function must be of infinite 
range.
Another method, in which the corrections to the free space solution are 
localized around the boundary, involves taking linear combinations of free 
space solutions valid in half spaces on either side of the boundary, and re­
quiring them  to satisfy some auxiliary condition at the boundary. A lot of 
work has been done with this method considering a one-dimensional Klein- 
Kramers equation with an absorbing or reflecting barrier at the origin. See 
Selinger and Titulaer (1984) for a review. Even in this simple case, the 
m ethod is said to be slowly convergent owing to the problems of approxi­
m ating non-analytic functions. It may be more feasible to consider a leaky 
barrier, or a field inhomogeneity where presumably this is not a problem,
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and then to extrapolate the results to an impenetrable barrier. Furthermore, 
the analytic result of Marshall and W atson (1987) may provide some insight 
on this particular problem.
As to the original problem of how the boundaries affect swarm measure­
ments, these methods prove to be intractable owing to the complex geome­
tries found inside a typical drift tube. W hat is needed is a new paradigm in 
which the form of the boundary effects is independent of the specific details 
of shutter design etc., in much the same way as thermodynamics is indepen­
dent of the specific details of molecular motion. W ithout this, one cannot 
be satisfied th a t we completely understand how to correct the swarm data 
in spite of the successes of the empirical methods used to date.
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C h ap ter 4
N on -h yd ro  d yn am ic effects in  
P ara lle l P lan e  S tea d y  S ta te  
T ow nsend  E x p erim en ts
4.1 Steady S tate Townsend Experim ents
In these experiments, the source of charged particles is constant in time 
[Huxley and Crompton(1974)]. The usual transport coefficients measured 
by this technique are the first Townsend ionization coefficient, and diffusion 
perpendicular to the field (lateral diffusion). The ionization coefficient is 
measured in a parallel plane apparatus where the variation of the source in 
the radial direction can be ignored (figure 4.1).
The current obtained at the collector is measured as a function of the 
distance d between the electrodes. If charged particles are ionizing the back­
ground gas, then the density of charged particles in the drift region is found to
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Drift Region
M-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------»
d
Source Collector
Electrode
Figure 4.1: Parallel Plane Steady State Townsend Experiment
vary exponentially as n ~  exp^^d), where ay is known as the first Townsend 
ionization coefficient.
Lateral diffusion is measured by means of a split collector (fig 4.2). In 
this case, the source has small diameter compared with the dimensions of 
the apparatus (idealized as a point source). The diffusion perpendicular to 
the field is extracted from the ratio of currents measured on section A and 
B. Before 1967, it was assumed that diffusion had the same value in all 
directions. That this is not the case was shown by Wagner, Davis and Hurst 
(1967) who from time of flight experiments obtained coefficients of diffusion 
parallel to the field direction that were different to those obtained by the 
Townsend-Huxley method.
4.2 C o n v e n tio n a l T h e o rie s
In the previous chapters, 1 have developed a theory on the form of non­
hydrodynamic effects in time of flight experiments. The obvious exten­
sion to this work is to develop such a theory for the other main classes of
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Source
Electrode
Collector
Figure 4.2: Townsend-Huxley Diffusion Experiment. Ratio of currents re- 
cieved by sections A and B are measured.
swarm experiments, namely the Steady State Townsend experiments and 
the Pulsed Townsend experiment. In this chapter, I develop a theory of 
the parallel plane experiment. The generalization to the Townsend-Huxley 
experiment, involving as it does elements of multivariable complex analysis, 
is not straightforward, and so little will be said in this case.
In the conventional theory of steady state experiments, the diffusion equa­
tion (2.2) is solved with the time derivative set to zero. The homogeneous 
equation gives rise to solutions in terms of modified Bessel functions of half 
integer order, which are merely polynomials in the inverse distance from the 
source, multiplied by an exponential of this distance. At large distances, 
the dominant term  from a compact source is n oc p-1 exp(uj01z/2io02 — 2Sp): 
where p2 -  (:x2 +  y2)/ico20 +  z 2/ 4cv02 and S = ( c v ^ / ^  -  cj00)5. For a 
planar source, as in the parallel plane experiment, the dominant term  is 
n oc expQcuoi — yjwoi — /  2loq2\  which as noted in the previous sec­
tion, is seen experimentally. The remaining terms, in the case of a compact 
source, arise from the structure of the source. These decay polynomially with
respect to the dominant mode, away from the source. Since these effects are 
clustered near the source, a full theory should also include a description of 
the relaxation to local therm al equilibrium of the particles as they leave the 
source. This requires a theory based on the Boltzmann equation.
The usual technique for analysing the parallel plane experiment by means 
of the Boltzmann equation was first developed by Thomas (1969), and sub­
sequently used by many authors. This involves assuming the solution has 
an exponential dependence on distance. The Boltzmann equation with one 
spatial dimension is solved by solutions of the form
ex p (^2 :)^n( c ,^ ) ,  (4.1)
where the qrn are the roots of u n(qrn) =  0, where r  indexes the roots of loh. 
It might be supposed th a t only solutions (4.1) are needed for the general 
solution:
/ ( C>*) =  1 2 an eXP(<lnZ)Vn(4.2)
n yr
Since it is known experimentally th a t the distribution function varies expo­
nentially as a function of the distance from the source, one might assume 
th a t there is a root whose real part is larger than all the others, and so con­
tributes dominantly to the distribution function at large distances from the 
source. If this is the case, then we can identify this root with a T .
For the one dimensional Klein-Kramers model, one can readily solve 
u n(qn) =  0 from the one dimensional version of (2.22). In the following, 
we will use dimensionless units, in which vx — \  and v2 = In these units, 
the mean free time of the charged particle is jj» and the mean free path  is 
2 ( m ) ’ From the usual quadratic formula, the roots of con[q^^ are easily
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found to be
= a ±  a2 +  2(n — v) 2 .
i
(4.3)
The first Townsend ionization coefficient can be identified with the largest 
root of the negative branch . [Blevin and Fletcher (1984)] There are an 
infinite number of positive branch roots tha t one would expect to dominate 
over the q$ term  in (4.2), and so (4.2) does not in this case agree with 
what one expects to see physically. This raises the question of why only 
the negative branch roots contribute to the solution, and of what role the 
positive branch roots play. To get some insight into the problem, the number 
density was computed numerically for the Klein-Kramers model. This work 
has been reported as Standish (1989).
4 .3  N u m e r ic a l S tu d ie s  o f  th e  K le in -K r a m e r s  
m o d e l
of z, and the reaction rate v . In these computations charged particles are
drift velocity, a, which is set to unity. The com putations were carried out 
using the exact form of the Greens function (2.24).
We numerically computed the number density /(c , z)dc as a function
injected at a constant rate into the drift region with velocity equal to the
The phase space distribution may be found by integrating the Greens 
function over source times 0 <  t' < t:
(7(c, z, t; a, 0, (4.4)
0
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Plate  1: Phasespace density at t =  6
Plate  2: Phasespace density at t =  25
Plate 3: Phasespace density at t = 100
Firstly the integration over c to find the number density was performed ana­
lytically, and then the time integration was performed numerically using an 
adaptive integrator. Plates 1 to 3 show f ( c , z , t )  at times t =  6, t = 25, and 
t = 100 respectively, for the reactionless case v =  0.
Figures 4.3 to 4.6 show the effect of varying the reaction ra te  v. In the 
cases where v < a2/ 2, the distribution builds up to a steady state  distribu­
tion. Non-hydrodynamic effects manifest themselves in a neighbourhood of 
size (q$ — g f ) -1 (=  1.374, 1.366 and 0.995 for v = —0.01, 0 and 0.01) around 
the origin. Outside this region, the non-hydrodynamic modes (n ^  0) are 
dam ped exponentially with respect to the hydrodynamic mode (n = 0), and 
it is here tha t we see exponential behaviour governed by the Townsend ioniza­
tion coefficient. In figures 4.7 and 4.8, the steady state distribution is plotted 
on a logarithmic plot. It can be seen th a t the density behaves exponentially 
in far from the source. The slopes at either extrem ity give downstream 
of the source, and upstream. This is evidence th a t the positive branch 
roots control the spatial decay of particles diffusing against the electric field.
In figure 4.6, the reaction rate has been increased to larger than a 2/ 2. In 
this case, no steady state  is seen to occur. Rather, the density of charged 
particles increases exponentially in time. Physically this can be understood 
as the electric field not being strong enough to remove at a sufficiently rapid 
ra te  the charged particles created by ionization. This effect will be seen to 
arise out of the analysis in the next section.
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Figure 4.3: Density for v = 0. In the following four figures the curves shown 
are at successively greater times after the source is switched on.
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Figure 4.4: Density for v = —0.01.
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Figure 4.5: Density for i/ = 0.01.
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Figure 4.6: ln Density for v =  1.
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Figure 4.7: Logarithmic plot of the steady state density for the case v =  
—0.01. Lines fitted to the tails of the distribution have slopes corresponding 
to q~Q =  2.01 and qq = —0.01 respectively.
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Figure 4.8: Logarithmic plot of the steady state density for the case v = 
0.01. Lines fitted to the tails of the distribution have slopes corresponding 
to go" = 1.98 and =0.01 respectively.
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4 .4  A s y m p to t ic  b e h a v io u r  for la r g e  t im e s  a n d  
d is ta n c e s
In the previous section, we examined a model in which there were an infinite 
number of roots qrn of either sign. The numerical work indicates th a t the 
root 4o controls the asymptotic exponential behaviour downstream from the 
source, and tha t controls the behaviour upstream . In this section, we 
discuss the time dependence analytically, and show how the steady state 
solution is established. It will be seen th a t the positive and negative branches 
of the roots control the swarm behaviour upstream  and downstream of the 
source respectively.
Let us initially model the situation with a one dimensional time dependent 
diffusion equation with a constant source switched on at tim e t = 0:
dtn — LüQ2d 2zn +  u>oid2n — woo n =  0 (t).
The solution can be found by integrating the shifted Gaussian solution (2.3) 
with respect to time [Abramowitz and Stegun (1965) 7.4.33]:
n(z , t )  = ( 4 7 tu;o2 ) _ 2 f  t~ 2 exp ( ^ 01 z  — S2t ' ------- —— J dt'
V ’ '  V ; J o  F V2 a ; 02 4u>02 V )
=  (4^)_1u;0 22 exp
exp erfc
The error functions are nearly constant over most of the real line, but change 
sharply from one value to another near the origin. The effect is of wave fronts 
in the form of error functions propagating at velocity 8 leaving exponential 
functions in their wake, as shown in figure 4.9.
:(4 u n i ) '
l  l
•2 + 6*2
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Figure 4.9: Sketch of the density with the im portant features labelled
This model gives us the dynamical picture. We now must turn  to a full 
Boltzmann equation theory to determine how non-hydrodynamic modes enter 
this picture. We start with the spatially one dimensional tim e dependent 
Boltzmann equation for a steady source S(c,z )  switched on at t = 0.
(dt +  czdz +  adc +  J )  / ( c, z, t) = S (c, z)0(*). (4.5)
This may be formally solved by means of the assumption of a discrete spec­
trum  [eq. (2.8)] to give
/ ( c, 2 , t) = J2  /n (c, M )  =  /  a" (C/.M ) exP ( ^ )  {1 -  exp(u;n(zfc)i)} dk
n n J~™ LOn\lk)
(4.6)
where
sn(c,ik)  =  —  4/(c ,ik) J J  ey.Y>{—ikz')<^n{c\ ik)S(c \z ')dc 'dz ' .  (4.7)
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We assume that the source has been chosen in such a way th a t the integral 
over k in (4.6) is well defined. For example, with the Klein-Kramers model 
we may choose a Gaussian source located at z — 0:
S (c ,z )  = exp(—ac2)6(z). (4.8)
Upon substituting (2.21) and (4.8) into (4.7), we find
To get sn to vanish fast enough as k —> ±oo for (4.6) to be convergent, we 
must choose <j  <
Assuming sn and con are analytic functions of k , the integrand in (4.6) 
is analytic. Also, sn(c, ik) —» 0 as Re(k)  —> ±oo, and so the contour of 
integration in (4.6) may be translated by an arbitrary amount. In particular, 
we may move the contour so tha t it passes through the saddle point —iQn 
of Ljn(ik),  which in the Klein-Kramers case is — ai. We may then use the 
method of steepest descent [Jeffreys (1961)] to evaluate the time dependent 
portion of the integral at large times:
/*<
fn(c,Z,t)  ~
°o+Q„i‘ ,sn(c, ik) exp(ikz)
OO+ Q n i u n{ik)
- e x p  (u)n(Qn)t)
2tt\ 2 sn(c ,Q n)exp(Q nz) 
Un{Qn) ( -v'i(Qn))
(4.10)
The behaviour of /  in time will depend critically upon the signs of <jOn(Qn). 
If con{Qn) is positive for any n, then the tim e dependent part will grow
exponentially, and the system will not approach a steady state. On the
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other hand, if con(Qn) i s  negative for all n,  then the time dependent term  is 
exponentially damped, and a steady state  is reached. In the Klein-Kramers 
case,
If v  > a2/ 2, then there is no steady state  approached (figure 4.6), otherwise 
the system does approach a steady state (figs 4.3 to 4.5).
Let us consider a system satisfying u?n(Qn) <  0 for all n.  The steady state 
term  is given by the integral in (4.10). Since s n and u)n are analytic, the only 
singularities of the integrand occur at the zeros of w n . In the Klein-Kramers 
case, there are only two singularities as shown in fig 4.10. The contour of 
integration must lie between the poles q£ and q~ for the tim e dependent 
term  to approach zero according to (4.10). As we shall see, this leads to the 
term  proportional to exp(q^z)  not contributing to the distribution at positive 
z  and similarly the exp(q~z)  term  not contributing to the distribution at 
negative z.
Since in general, as in the Klein-Kramers model, sn grows much faster 
than any exponential as k —* ±zoo, it is not possible to evaluate the integral 
in (4.10) by completing the contour around the positive imaginary half plane 
for positive z, and around the negative half plane for negative 2 . Instead, 
we must use a large z  asymptotic argument th a t is similar to the method 
described in section 2.6 of Jeffreys (1961). In this, we complete the contour 
in the fashion shown in fig 4.11, with £ an arbitrarily large positive but finite 
value. We may now apply Cauchy’s residue theorem to obtain
^ n ( ^ n ) =  v — n — (4.11)
— OO +  (Q n+<)* w„(ifc)
°o+(Q„+C)t sn(c, ik) exp(ikz)
------------ ------------- dk
(4.12)
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Contour of integration — Qni
passing through saddle _|__ q+i
point
Figure 4.10: Singularity structure of sn(c,ik)/u>n(ik) for the Klein-Kramers 
model. There are two simple poles at —q„ z, and a saddle point at — Qni = 
— (q+ -f- q~ )i. The fact tha t the contour of integration must lie between the 
poles determines tha t the negative branch controls downstream behaviour, 
and tha t the positive branch determines upstream  behaviour.
c
Sides of contour 
n- j  are extended 
to infinity
-QJ
Figure 4.11: Contour used for the large z asym ptotic argument.
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B u t th e  ab so lu te  value of th e  second te rm  is
Loo+(Q„+0* s n(c, ik)  exp(ikz)- O O + (Q n  +  0 « ion{ik)
<  e x p (-[C  +  Qn]z) J_
o o + (Q „  +  C)»'
0 0 + ( Q n  +  C)*
s n(c , ik )
LOn{ik)
dk.
Since £ m ay  be  chosen a rb itra rily  large, th e  second te rm  m u st van ish  fas te r 
th a n  any ex p o n en tia l as a  function  of z,  an d  so
/ n ( c , 2 ,o c )  ~  27tz exp (^n 2:)Res as 2T o o .
By tak in g  £ negative, one can  sim ilarly  show th a t
(4 .13)
/ n ( c ,z ,o o )  ~  2iri exp(q+z)Res
( Sn{c,ik)
V w „ ( i f c ) as 0 — oo. (4.14)
In  genera l, we m ay s ta te  th e  selection  p rinc ip le  thus: th e  co n to u r passing  
th ro u g h  th e  sadd le  p o in t of R e(u>n(ik))  d iv ides th e  com plex p lane; those  
roo ts  of ion th a t  lie above th is con tour c o n tr ib u te  to  th e  a sy m p to tic  behav iou r 
of f n d o w n stream  of th e  source, an d  those  th a t  lie below  c o n tr ib u te  to  th e  
a sy m p to tic  b ehav iou r u p s tre a m  of th e  source.
4.5 D iscu ssion
In th is  ch ap te r, a  n o n -hyd rodynam ic  th eo ry  of th e  para lle l p lan e  s te a d y  s ta te  
T ow nsend exp erim en t is developed re la tin g  th e  a sy m p to tic  p ro p ertie s  of th e  
s tead y  s ta te  so lu tion  to  th e  d is tr ib u tio n  of zeros of th e  eigenvalues wn(ik) 
of th e  inhom ogeneous B o ltzm ann  o p e ra to r  ick -f adc +  J . It was found 
th a t  n o n -hyd rodynam ic  effects are  c lu ste red  a ro u n d  th e  source, and  decay 
exponen tia lly  away from  th e  source.
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The spectrum  of ick-\-adc-\-J  was taken to be discrete and the eigenvalues 
and eigenfunctions taken to be analytic functions of k. These assumptions 
were chosen to make the theory simple, and are sufficient for understanding 
the simple model used in this work. However, in general, the situation may 
be more complex. Consider what would happen if sn from equation (4.9) is 
not analytic everywhere, but has a singularity at say iko. If this singularity 
is a pole, then the effect is of an additional term  that behaves like exp(&o-z) 
in the steady state solution. If, however, the singularity is part of a branch 
cut, then there is an additional term  whose form is not generally exponential, 
but will be bounded asymptotically by exp(£0z)-
A similar situation arises if the spectrum  contains a continuous portion. 
Here we might expect th a t the sum over n is replaced by the integration over 
a continuous param eter A:
/cont(c, Z , Oo) ~  27TZ J  exp(<7A-z)Res / s x(c, ik)  V u x(ik) dX.
If Re(<?A) is always less than some value Q, then f cont will be bounded by 
an exponential of the form exp(Q,z). Needless to say, the formal theory 
of continuous spectra is beyond the scope of this work. The purpose of 
mentioning it here it to point out how this work might be generalized to 
handle these cases.
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C h a p te r  5
N o n e q u il ib r iu m  M o le c u la r  
D y n a m ic s  S im u la tio n
5.1 T h erm o sta tted  E q u ation s o f  M otion
Consider a classical system  of N  particles. T he s ta te  of the  system  is uniquely 
specified by th e  3 N  spatia l co-ordinates qix, qiy, q{z and the  3 N  m om entum  
co-ordinates piy, piz . The 67V dim ensional vector T consisting of the 
positions and m om enta for all particles is a point in the  phase space of the 
system . The dynam ics of the  system  evolving in tim e is described by the 
tra jec to ry  of the  phase point th rough phase space. The tra jec to ry  is given 
by H am ilton’s equations:
d H  . d H
^  <9pj ’ P l  ~  '6 ( \ , '
Linear tran sp o rt coefficients, (e.g. rj and 7/v) can be calculated from com­
pu te r sim ulations of molecules obeying eq. (5.1) by m eans of the  G reen-K ubo 
relations. These have proved to  be of enorm ous value in experim ental and
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theoretical applications. If we wish to extend the theory to non-linear steady 
states, then we are faced with two problems; one being the inclusion of higher 
order terms in the perturbation due to the external field, and the other due 
to therm ostatting. In a dissipative process, such as shear flow, the tem pera­
ture would rise in the system if the heat generated is not removed by a heat 
sink. This effect is second order in the small field limit (H  — —J F e = L F e2, 
with L being the linear transport coefficient relating Fe to J ) ,  and can be 
ignored in the linear theory, but needs to be included in non-linear theories.
The most obvious way of modelling the non-equilibrium steady state is to 
include the interactions of the system with the outside world. This method is 
impractical owing to the high complexity of these interactions, and the large 
surface effects inherent in modelling small systems (computer simulations 
typically involve 102 to 105 molecules). It turns out th a t the heat sink can 
be modelled by means of a friction-like term , which acts as a therm ostat, and 
tha t provided the dissipation is not too large, the Transient Time Correlation 
Functions we will derive are independent of what model therm ostat is used 
[Evans and Morriss (1984), Evans and Holian (1985)].
The therm ostatted equations of motion are
P i  =  F i -  a p i ,  (5.2)
where F,- describes the force on molecule i due to all the other molecules. 
The momenta in this equation are peculiar, i.e. measured with respect to the 
motion of the centre of mass so tha t p*- =  0. The first model therm ostat 
is produced by requiring tha t the kinetic energy be a constant of motion:
X > i - P i  =  0 = s- a  =  ^ F , - p , / ^ p tJ (5.3)
* i i
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This is known as the Gaussian therm ostat, after Gauss’s principle of least 
constraint [Hoover et al. (1982) , Evans (1983)]. This feedback mechanism 
does not constrain the actual value of the kinetic energy required, it only 
constrains the time derivative to be zero. This implies th a t the propaga­
tor (to be defined in the next section) will commute with the operation of 
differentiation with respect to tem perature, allowing equilibrium fluctuation 
expressions for the second order, or derived thermodynamic quantities, such 
as specific heats. Such a therm ostat is called differential. The equilibrium 
distribution in this case is given by
f cr'i =  * (*  ~ K°)e~g*(q)
JhK ’ f S ( K  - K 0)e-W<i>dT’ (5.4)
where F, =  - 3 q,$ , K  =  K 0 =  §JV/?“ 1 =  § This distribution
is called the isokinetic distribution.
The other common therm ostatting method was first proposed by Nose 
(1984a; 1984b). The original formulation by Nose involved a cumbersome 
external reservoir and a non-linear time transformation. Hoover (1985) made 
significant simplifications to the method, which has since become known as 
the Nose-Hoover therm ostat. The basic idea is to extend phase space by 
adding the variable ct, whose equation of motion is given by
öt = (K  -  K 0)/Q . (5.5)
Thus a  acts to keep the kinetic energy fluctuating about the target value 
Ao, with the timescale of the fluctuations being proportional to Q. The 
param eter Q is arbitrary, but the Q = 0 case, which corresponds to the 
kinetic energy being rigidly constrained, has infinitely stiff equations of mo­
tion. In practice, its value is determined from numerical experiments. The
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equilibrium distribution generated by the Nose-Hoover equations of motion 
is canonical:
r ,n  exp{-ß[Hp  +  Q a 2/ 2])
M  ’ J e x p ( - ß [ H 0 + Qa2/ 2] )dr ’
(5.6)
2
where H 0 = X); ^  -f 3>(q). In contrast to the former therm ostat, this is an 
integral therm ostat, with the value of a  depending on all past states of the 
system.
5 .2  F o rm a l S o lu t io n  o f  L io u v il le ’s E q u a tio n
We may also consider an ensemble of such systems for which there are well 
defined macroscopic properties. This can be described by means of a dis­
tribution function /(IT, t) of phase space points within the ensemble. By 
considering the number of phase points entering and leaving an infinitesi­
mal volume of phase point [Tolman (1962)], we get a generalized form of 
Liouville’s equation:
=  (5.7)
The operator C is called the f-Liouvillean. Equation (5.7) can be solved 
formally by integrating with respect to t :
f{T, t )  =  e x p ( - t £ t ) / ( r ,0 ) .
We can also consider the time dependence of a phase variable B  as we follow 
a phase point through its trajectory:
dB_ _  • dB _ 
~dt ~ " d f  = iLB(T).
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The operator L is called the p-Liouvillean. This equation can be solved 
formally to give
B{T(t ))  =exp( iLt )B(T(0) ) .
The exponential of a Liouvillean is called a propagator. From now on, the 
abbreviation B{t)  =  B  (]?(£)) will be used.
The p-Liouvillean and the f-Liouvillean are herm itian adjoints of each 
other:
=  Jt ■ d- ^ f d Y  =  ( iLB)fdT.  (5.8)
If the system were described by a Hamiltonian, such as in equation (5.1), then 
Liouville’s theorem, (<9/dT)  T =  0, would hold, and equation (5.7) takes the 
form of the usual Liouville equation. The existence of a Hamiltonian is 
sufficient, but not necessary for this condition to hold. In this case, the p- 
and f-Liouvilleans are identical and self adjoint. Since we wish to describe 
systems in a nonequilibrium steady state, the presence of dissipative terms 
implies distinct p- and f-Liouvilleans, and the general equation (5.7).
Macroscopic quantities are computed from microscopic quantities by means 
of phase averages, for example the tem perature of the system ensemble (in 
equilibrium at least) is given by
We can determine the time evolution of the phase average by propagating 
the distribution function with the f-propagator, and then forming the phase
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average over a phase variable B:
<B(«)> = J  B(T)f(T,t)dT
= J  B(T)exp(-  (5.9)
By analogy with quantum  mechanics, this is called the Schrödinger picture. 
Alternatively, one may form the phase average by following the phase variable 
along the trajectories:
< B ( t ) >  = J  f (T)B[  
= J  f(T)eXp(iLt)B(T)dr. (5.10)
This is the Heisenberg picture. The equivalence of the two pictures is guar­
anteed by the adjointness property (5.8).
5 .3  N o n lin e a r  R e s p o n s e  T h e o r y
In this section, a derivation of an expression for phase averages as they evolve 
after an external field is switched on is given. At the time / =  0, the dis­
tribution function is given by the equilibrium distribution, /(r,0) =  /eq(r). 
Consider the impact of a steady external field, Fe, on the distribution. A 
discussion for the case where the external field has an arbitrary time depen­
dence is much more complex [Evans and Morriss (1988)], and will not be 
given here. The external field Fe is switched on at t =  0, and changes the 
dynamics to
4  = -  + C iFe m
Pi = Fi + D,Fe - a p „  (5.11)
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where C* and D* are phase variables determined by the system under study. 
In this derivation we will take the therm ostatting to be Nose-Hoover, so the 
equilibrium distribution will be / eq =  f c. The same argument can also 
be applied to the Gaussian therm ostat, or to any other type, with identical 
results. In writing these equations, we are assuming th a t the momenta are 
measured with respect to the local streaming velocity of the fluid, hence the 
term  ‘peculiar m om enta’. At low Reynolds number, this presents no major 
difficulties, but in the turbulent flow regime new methods have to be applied 
[Evans and Morriss (1986)].
We assume th a t the external force Fe is properly conservative, so tha t 
in the absence of therm ostatting (a  =  0), Liouville’s theorem holds. This 
assumption is known as adiabatic incompressibility of phase space, or Air for 
short. We can of course pursue the theory without invoking this assumption, 
but it has proven unnecessary to do so. W ith Air, we can compute the phase 
space compressibility A =  ^ r - r = - i | f  from (5.11):
The time evolution of from its initial state /c(r) can now be
computed using Morriss’s lemma, [Morriss and Evans (1985)] which states:
The proof of this uses Dyson’s equation [see Evans and Standish (1990)]:
r \
k  = w -T  = -Z N a (T ) .
(5.12)
eiu  =  eiLot + f  e‘L,,- s>iALe'Usds 
J o
(5.13)
where A L = L — L0.
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The time evolution is given by
f ( T , t )  = e~iCtf c{T) (5.14)
=  exp I J  A[ s ) ds sj  e~lLte~ß H^o+Qa2!2>) (5.15)
=  exp ( /  3 N a ( —s ) d s sj  e- ^ H(~s)+Qa(-s)2/2] t (5.16)
The exponent H + Q a 2/2  can be expressed in terms of its tim e derivative: 
H ( - t )  + Q a ( - t ) 2/ 2 =  H (0) -  f  H ( - s )  +  Q a ( - s ) a ( - s ) d s .
J  0
Upon substituting this, we get
/ ( r , ^ )  =  exp ^  3 N a ( - s )  +  ß[H (-s )  +  [K -  K 0\a(-s)]ds f c(T). (5.17)
Now we can write
H = H ad — ccK
where H ad is the rate of change of internal energy with the therm ostatting 
turned off. This is related to dissipative flux J(T)  through
J  = —H &d/F e. (5.18)
Substituting this into (5.17) gives
/ ( r V )  =  / c( r )e x p  - ß J ( - s ) Feds . (5.19)
This is the Kawasaki distribution function [Yamada and Kawasaki (1967), 
Morriss and Evans (1985)], which describes the phase space distribution tha t 
has evolved under the influence of a dissipative force Fe, and therm ostatting 
has been used to guarantee a steady state. According to the Schrödinger
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picture, (5.9), we can evaluate Kawasaki phase averages for a typical phase 
variable B:
<  B{t) >=
(B ( r ) e x p  ( - ß J * J ( - s ) F . d s ) ) c 
(exp ( - ß f Ö J ( - s ) F ed
(5.20)
where < . . .  > c means average over phase space distribution f c. The time 
evolution implicit in (5.20) is generated by the full, field dependent, ther- 
m ostatted equations of motion (5.11).
In the case of the Gaussian therm ostat, only equations (5.14) through 
(5.17) differ. The corresponding equations are
/(r,<) =  e- 'Ctf K(T)
= exp ( — j  h(s )ds \  —  Ko)e~^  
=  exp ( /  3N a ( - s ) d s ^  -  K 0)e~m ~‘K (5.21)
The time derivative of $  is similarly related to the adiabatic heating of the 
system: $  =  i / ad — 37Va/?-1 . Upon substituting this into (5.21), one obtains 
the Kawasaki distribution:
/(r,0  = /x(r) exp - ß [ j ( - s ) F eds (5.22)
The phase average (5.20) is difficult to work with owing to the extensive 
nature of the argument to the exponential. We can cast this phase average 
into an easier form to work with by differentiating (5.20) with respect to
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time:
d - ß F e ( B( 0 )J ( - t ) e x p  { -ßJo  J ( - s ) F eds))
— < B i t ) > = ------------- ------- --------------------------—------------- .
d t  (exp ( - ß  J ( - s ) F eds) )
+
ßFe (B{  0) exp ( - ß  f* J  ( -5  )Feds) )  exp ( - ß  f* J ( - s ) F eds) )
(exp  ( - ß f o  J { - s ) F ed s ) ) ^
= - ß F e < B( t ) J (0) > eq +ßFe <  B(t)  > eq< J(0) > eq .
Now the  average dissipation flux a t t =  0 is zero, so we get the  Transient 
Tim e C orrelation Function
<  B(t)  >eq=< B(0)  >eq ~ ß Fe f  < AB(s)AJ{0)  > eq ds. (5.23)
J  0
This relation is exact, regardless of th e  m agnitude of the  ex ternal field Fe.
5.4 M od els o f  N on eq u ilib riu m  S tea d y  S ta tes
5 .4 .1  P la n a r  C o u e tte  F low
P lanar C ouette flow occurs when th e  steady  s ta te  stream ing velocity, u, is 
a linear function of position r . In particu lar, assum e ux =  7 z. Shear flow, 
like all Navier-Stokes tran sp o rt processes, is driven by boundary  conditions 
(e.g. moving walls). This is inconvenient for com puter sim ulations because 
of the  huge surface effects th a t would be induced in the  small system s which 
we are capable of sim ulating on com puters (102 <  N  <  105).
C om puter sim ulation of equilibrium  systems has always employed peri­
odic boundary  conditions to  minim ize size dependence effects. F igure 5.1 
illustrates a way of adap ting  periodic boundary  conditions to  p lanar C ouette 
flow. T he so-called Lees-Edwards periodic boundary  conditions [Lees and
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0( < )
Figure 5.1: Lees-Edwards Periodic Boundary Conditions for Planar Couette 
Flow
Edwards (1972)] employ time varying nonorthogonal lattice vectors. The 
perpendicular height of the cells remains fixed so th a t the shearing defor­
m ation occurs isochorically. Once O =  45°, it may be reset to 0° without 
changing the mutual disposition of particles. If a particle exits a cell through 
a top face, it is replaced by its periodic image which enters at the bottom  
face. This image will be positioned according to the current angle of the 
slewing lattice vector. The ^-component of its velocity will be the old veloc­
ity minus the strain rate multiplied by the perpendicular height of the cell. 
Its peculiar velocity (i.e. relative to the planar velocity profile) is unchanged.
This is all tha t is really needed to run a molecular dynamics simulation 
of planar Couette flow at low Reynolds number. The flow of the periodic 
particles above and below the primitive cell will try  to induce a linear velocity 
profile in the system. One simply solves Newton’s equations of motion for 
the system of N  interacting particles, waits for the initial transients to decay, 
and then accumulates statistical averages for the shear stress, the energy, etc.
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Of course such a system will heat up. It will never achieve a steady state. 
To remedy this, we may employ a Gaussian or Nose-Hoover therm ostat. We 
must be careful, however, to ensure th a t it is the peculiar velocities which 
are therm ostatted, and not the laboratory velocities. If the Reynolds number 
is sufficiently small so tha t a linear velocity profile is stable, the streaming 
velocity will be ic.'yz.
The so-called SLLOD equations provide a more convenient and more 
elegant set of variables with which to work. The first advantage of the SLLOD 
equations of motion is th a t they only involve the coordinates and the peculiar 
momenta of the particles. Since the therm ostat, the internal energy and the 
pressure all involve peculiar, rather than  laboratory velocities, this is an 
advantage.
The second advantage is tha t SLLOD momenta are continuous as particles 
leave and enter the primitive cell, as the calculation is more stable than it 
otherwise might be. The SLLOD equations of motion are:
Pt .
Tt = ------ hm
p t- =  F i -  7kp 2i. (5.24)
Differentiating the q  equation gives:
Fi
q; =  —  +  7 M z i -  m
Thus, except at t =  0, when the shear rate is switched on, the SLLOD equa­
tions of motion are simply Newton’s. Once the shear motion has impulsively 
started  at t = 0, the Lees-Edwards boundary conditions continue the shear 
flow motion. The third advantage of the SLLOD equations is th a t they trans­
form a boundary driven system to one with an external field, which makes 
the system more amenable to theoretical analysis.
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5 .4 .2  C o lou r C urrent
The other model system th a t will be referred to arises from considering m od­
els of electrical conductivity within a dense plasma. In this case, we have 
two species of ion, positive and negative, interacting with a background field. 
The equations of motion for this system will be
. Pt et ejP j ' F
q, = ---------- =———±-rrii m F { • E
p t =  F. +  Ee,-, (5.25)
where m,- is the mass of each ion, e; its charge and E  the applied electric field. 
Note tha t in this equation, the momenta are chosen so th a t ± ve  species 
is carrying m T/(m + T m _) of the current, where m T is the mass of the 
negative and positive ion respectively. In the particular case of m+ =  m _, 
which we shall discuss henceforth, each species carries half the current. In a 
real electrical system, the forces F t must be sums of Coulomb term s (F tj =  
eiejT ij/r^), which is effectively of infinite range, so there will be significant 
error involved in modelling it with the small systems available with computer 
simulations. There is a technique for resumming the electrical forces to take 
into account the screening effect [Allen and Tildesley (1987)], but since a t this 
stage we are interested in the feasibility of such calculations, ra ther realistic 
values, we take a simpler approach of using a short range force, such as the 
Lennard-Jones force. We call this colour conductivity to distinguish it from 
electrical conductivity, because we can consider tha t each molecule has a 
colour label which interacts with the colour field, but th a t the Hamiltonian 
is colour blind. A number of authors have studied this system [Evans and 
Morriss (1985), Evans et al. (1983), Erpenbeck (1987)].
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Chapter 6
Nonlinear Burnett Coefficients
The nonlinear Burnett Coefficients have already been introduced in section 
1.3. Ever since the Green-Kubo formalism for calculating the linear transport 
coefficients was developed, there has been interest in a corresponding theory 
for the nonlinear Burnett coefficients. The discovery of long-time tails in the 
velocity autocorrelation function by Alder and Wainwright (1970) indicated 
tha t the hydrodynamic transport coefficients do not exist in two dimensions, 
but do exist in three dimensions. By applying mode-coupling theories, Ernst 
et al. (1978) showed tha t the relation between stress and strain rate should 
be Pxy = |7 |ln  I7 I for hard disks and Pxy = —77 +  c|7 |! for hard spheres, 
rather than  the analytic form suggested by (1.8). This result indicates tha t 
the nonlinear Burnett coefficients do not exist at all, so the interest has 
intensified for a numerical simulation to test the mode-coupling theories.
In a recent paper by Evans and Lynden-Bell (1988), equilibrium fluctu­
ation expressions for inverse Burnett coefficients were derived for the colour 
conductivity problem. The coefficients, B {, give a Taylor series representa­
tion of a nonlinear transport coefficient T, in terms of the thermodynamic
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force F. Thus if a thermodynamic flux J  is w ritten in terms of the coeffi­
cient’s defining constitutive relation as < J >= L(F)F , then the Burnett 
coefficients are related by L(F)  =  Bo +  B\F  +  B^F2 +  • • •. fn order to derive 
closed form expressions for the B urnett coefficients, it was found necessary 
to work in the Norton ensemble, in which the flux J ,  rather than  the ther­
modynamic force F  was the independent variable. The constitutive relation 
in this case is < F >= C(J)J = Bq-\- B \J  + • • •. In the therm odynam ic limit, 
we may write C(J) =  T -1 (J ) , and so the non-linear B urnett coefficients can 
be computed by inverting the series.
Evans and Lynden-Bell (1988) applied constant current dynamics to a 
canonical ensemble with the currents distributed about an average current 
J 0. This allowed the derivation of a transient time correlation function for 
the non-equilibrium phase average < F  > . It was then a simple m atter 
to compute the derivatives of < F > with respect to the average current 
Jo, as the constant current propagator commutes with the derivative oper­
ator. However, this m ethod appeared to be limited to colour currents, for 
which an appropriate canonical distribution could be found. In this chapter, 
we show tha t this method can be applied to the situation of an arbitrary 
thermodynamic flux. This result has been reported by Standish and Evans 
(1990).
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6.1 E q u ations o f M otion
The equations of motion used to generate the flux-statted dynamics in general 
will be of the form
— — +  C tA
m
Pi =  F t- +  D^A — a p i .
( 6 . 1)
The intermolecular forces are given by F t-. In these equations, A and a  are 
computed by a Nose-Hoover feedback mechanism to keep the flux J ,  and 
the tem perature T  = 3 ^ 3  Aucf^uating about fixed mean values J 0 and T0.
Specifically, we have X = ^ - (  J  — J{t =  0)) and a. =  3NQkf  (T  — T(t = 0)) The 
phase variables C t and D t are are chosen so th a t
j i ja d
~ r -  F t . Ci =  N J. ( 6.2)
For example, in the case of constant colour current dynamics, =  etx, 
where e,- is the charge on the ion, and C z =  — v^ ehx j . In the case of stress- 
staffed dynamics [Brown and Clarke(1986) , Hood et a/.(1987)], the flux to 
be kept constant is the xz  component of the stress tensor, namely
1 v - *' f  PxiPzi  
i V ^ l  m T Qxi F (6.3)
with Cj and D; given by C; =  qx%,-z and D; =  p^x .
Consider an initial ensemble characterized by the distribution function 
Jo-,
fo = e x p ( - ß #  +  e j ) /  J  exp( - ß H  +  eJ)dT.  (6.4)
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If we assume adiabatic incompressibility of phase space (Air), then the 
Kawasaki expression for the average of an arbitrary phase variable, B, can 
be derived [Morriss and Evans (1985)]
< B(0)exp[ßN  Jo 1 JX(sj)ds] > 
<  exp[ßN Jo_< JX(sj)ds] >
(6.5)
Here the subscript J  denotes tha t A(s) is evolved under constant flux dynam­
ics. The ensemble average < . . .  >  is taken with respect to the distribution 
function / 0.
By differentiating and reintegrating (6.5) in the usual way, a transient 
tim e correlation function expression for the nonequilibrium phase average is 
generated. Thus
in the therm odynam ic limit, where J0 = <  J  > . Since the flux-statted prop­
agators do not depend on the average flux J0, the only dependence on J0 in 
the above expression is either explicit, or comes in indirectly through / 0. By
( 6 .6)
the chain rule, The first derivative can be evaluated by the
inverse function theorem
de d j 0
=  < ( A  J)2 >,
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and the second derivative is simply
f  =  AJf°-
dfo A  J
■fo-dJo < (A J )2 >
The derivatives of (6.6) with respect to J 0 can be easily evaluated around 
J 0 =  0, and the first three are:
d < B ( t j ) > \  _  < B ( 0 ) A J  >
' Jo=0dJo < (A jy>
+  ß N J* < B(sj) A(0) > (6.7)
d2 < B ( t j ) > < ß (0 ) ( (A J )2-  <  (A J )2 > ) >
dJZ Jq—O
< B ( 0 ) A J  >< ( A J ) 3 > 
< ( A J ) 2 >3 +
< (A J )2 > 2 
2 ß N
< ( A J ) 2 >
[ ‘ < B ( s j ) \ ( 0 ) A J  > 46.8) 
Jo
a 3 <  B( t j )  > < B ( 0 ) ( A J ) 3 > 3 <  (A J )3 >
+
9 J 3o J Jo=B < ( A J ) 2 >3 
(3 <  (A J )3 > 2 < (A J )4 >
<  ( A J ) 2 > 4
<  B (0 )(A J)2 >
< B (0 )A J >  + — ,[A7f,)3-v  <  5 (0 ) >
+
V < (AJ) 2 > 5 < (AJ) 2 >4J ' ' < (AJ) 2 > 3
< (A J )2 > 3 Jo < B ( S j ) m A J > d
3 N ß  [ ‘ < B ( s j ) \ ( 0 ) ( ( A J ) 2-  < (A J )2 > ) >  ds.
Jo< ( A J ) 2 > 2
In comparing these results with Evans and Lynden-Bell (1988), it should
(6.9)
be noted th a t one is interested in computing the phase average of the force 
required to m aintain a steady current. This phase variable is antisymmetric 
with respect to a reflection in space, whereas J  is independent of position, 
and so all the averages of the form < B(0)g (AJ)  > will vanish. Similarly,
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< (A J)3 > and all odd moments of J  will vanish. The quantity < (A J)2 > 
can be evaluated, and is found to be < (A J)2 > =  (ß m N )_1.
Similar simplifications will also apply with the case of planar Couette 
flow, where one is attempting to deduce the nonlinear viscosity, defined by
< <K7) >
7
where axz is the shear stress, and 7 the strain rate associated with it. 
Both A and J  are antisymmetric under a reflection in the x direction in 
both position and velocity space (qx{ —» —qxi,Pxi —> ~Pxi), but under a time 
reversal (pt —> —p,), A is antisymmetric, and J  is symmetric. Thus the 
Burnett coefficients simplify to
d < 7 > 
dSxz
d2 < 7 >
~ d s jT
03 < 7 >
dSl
5 x 2 = 0
S XZ —  0
S Xz — 0
r 00
= ßV  < 7(s<,)7(0) > ds
2 ß2 V 2
Zß3 V3
G2OO
r 00
/ < 7(5a)7(0)cr^  > dsJo
TOO
/  < 7(«^ )7(0)(<tL - < alz >) > ds>Jo
where Sxz =< axz > and < (A J)2 > =  ^  < a2xz >— -7 ^ ,  with being 
the infinite frequency shear modulus [Brown and Clarke (1986)].
6.2 R ela tion  b etw een  canonical and A J  en ­
sem ble
The inverse Burnett coefficients are defined in terms of the derivatives with 
respect to the flux of the average of a thermodynamic force in an ensemble 
where the flux is fixed value. In this section, we demonstrate the equivalence
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of this and derivatives with respect to the flux in a canonical ensemble. The 
subset of the canonical ensemble in which the flux takes on a specific value 
of J  is called the AJ-ensemble. One may write a phase average < B > as 
an integration over all possible AJ-ensembles
< B  >= j  f 0(J) < B ; J  > d j , (6 .10)
where / 0(J) is the probability that the flux takes on a specific value J , and
< B , J  > is the phase average in the A J-ensemble.
In the thermodynamic limit, / 0( J ) will be clustered about J0 with in­
finitesimal spread, suggesting that we can write a Taylor series expansion of
< B; J  > about Jq:
< B; J >=< B\ J0 > + A J
d < B ; J  >
dJ
(A J)2 d2 < B ;J  >
J —Jo d J 2
+ •
J=Jo
Substituting this into (6.10), we find that
d < B >
dJ0
d < B; J  >
+
< (A J)3 > d2 < B ; J >
j = j0 2! < (A J )2 > d j 2 J —Jo
+
< (A J)4 > d3 < B; J  >
+
J —Jq3! < (A J)2 > dJ3
From Appendix E, < (A J)n > is of order A^ 1_n in the large system limit, 
and so it is clear that the ensemble corrections are of order \ / N .
6.3  E quilibrium  S im ulation
The two time correlation functions in equations (6.7) to (6.9) are averaged 
over an ensemble of flux-statted trajectories. To calculate this, one would 
first need to generate the distribution /o, using molecular dynamics simu­
lation or Monte Carlo methods. Once an initial phase space configuration
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r0 was produced with probability /0(r0), then its evolution under the flux- 
statted equations of motion (6.1) needs to be followed. If we wish to follow 
these trajectories for nt time steps, then we require nrnt timesteps to aver­
age over nr trajectories. By contrast, the Green-Kubo expressions for the 
linear transport coefficients involve correlation functions whose propagators 
are independent of the initial state of the trajectory. We can therefore form 
the average as
1 rcr
< A(t)B(0) >=  — J2 A{t + jT)B(jr),  
nr i=1
with r  being the timestep. This clearly requires only np + nt timesteps, and 
so is more efficient by roughly a factor of nt. We shall see in this section that 
the ensemble averages in equations (6.7) to (6.9) can be calculated from a 
single equilibrium trajectory, with the consequent improvement in efficiency. 
Write the flux-statted propagator explicitly as exLjt:
< A(0)B(tj) >= f  f 0(J) < dJ. (6.11)
Now use the Dyson equation (5.13) to expand etLjt in terms of etLjof:
< AeiLjtB ; J  > = < AexLj^ B ; J  >
+ < A eiLjo^~s\ A L e iLjosBds- J  > -\---- . (6.12)
Jo
For Lj  being the flux-statted Liouvillean with Nose-Hoover feedback mech­
anism, the difference in operators is contained only in the equation of motion 
for A:
iA L = Xdx = J-AJdx.
Q A
Now B' =  /o etLjo(t~s)d\elLjosBds is just another intensive phase variable, so 
we may write the series (6.12) as
< B(tj )A(0); J  >=< B(tJo)A(0); J  > + < B'AAJ; J  > -\---- .
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Using the result of Appendix E, the higher terms will vanish in the thermo­
dynamic limit, and so we may write
< B(tj)A(0);J >=< B(tJo)A(0y,J > .
Substituting this into (6.11) reveals
< B(tj)A(0) >=< B(tJo)A(0) > .
Thus the time correlation functions of (6.7.. .6.9) are expressed in terms of 
an average over a single trajectory, provided that the flux-statting propaga­
tor generates / 0. This is the case for the Nose-Hoover feedback mechanism 
discussed, for the case J0 = 0.
6.4 N u m erica l E valuation  o f B u rn ett C o ef­
ficients
In order to establish the feasibility of calculations based on equations (6.9), 
it was decided to perform a calculation using the colour conductivity model 
described in section 5.4.2. The intermolecular potential was taken to be the 
Lennard-Jones potential, which has an attractive component due to van der 
Waals interaction, and a repulsive hard core that goes as r -12:
I'M = <e (( t) -
In what follows, every quantity will be given in reduced units, in which 
£ = a = m = 1.
The system consists of 108 particles at a temperature of 1.08 and density 
of 0.85. This state point was chosen because considerable information was
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already known about this system at tha t state point [Evans and Morriss 
(1985), and references therein].
The equations of motion employed were the Nose-Hoover feedback mech­
anism for the Norton ensemble (eq 6.1). The feedback param eter Q \ was 
chosen to be of order unity, and Qa to be 3.24. The values of these param e­
ters were chosen to give optimal convergence of the linear response function. 
There is no real reason for them to be optimal for non-linear response func­
tions.
The code used is reported in appendix F. When finally optimized, it 
executed 1.2 x 106 timesteps per hour, or about 75 Mflops on the Fujitsu 
VP 100 computer. Even so, hundreds of hours of CPU tim e were required to 
establish reasonable statistics for the response functions. Clearly, comput­
ers of one to two orders of magnitude greater power are required for these 
calculations to be practical. Already, the next generation of supercomputers 
promise this power.
Figure 6.2 shows 3 <q} ^ > for the system under study for Q \ — 1 and 
Q \ =  2. One immediately notices tha t the non-linear response lasts much 
longer than the linear case, with the integral converging by a time of 8, 
compared with unity in the case of the linear response, which is shown in 
figure 6.1 for the same system. The agreement of these results for different 
values of Q \ within statistical uncertainty indicates tha t a true value has 
been found for the third order coefficient.
Evans (private communication) has run a similar simulation on a planar 
Couette flow system, using code tha t is described in Hood (1989). Figure 6.4 
shows the third order response dd$3 > for Q7 =  100, 150 and 200. The linear 
response for the system is shown in figure 6.3 The good agreement between
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Figure 6.1: Linear response for colour conductivity
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50 -
--------  Q A =  2
-------- Q A =  1
► error in final 
value
Figure 6.2: Third order nonlinear response for colour conductivity
these results indicates th a t the calculation is feasible. Unfortunately, we don’t 
have sufficient evidence to tackle the question of divergences in the Burnett 
coefficients. It has been suggested [van Beijeren, private communication] 
that the coefficients may diverge in the thermodynamic limit. To test this 
hypothesis requires rerunning the code at different system sizes, something 
tha t is impractical at current processor speeds.
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tFigure 6.3: Linear response for planar Couette flow
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Figure 6.4: Third order nonlinear response for planar couette flow
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C hapter 7 
C onclusion
In this thesis, I have established that if the linear Boltzmann operator M. 
has a discrete spectrum, then a hydrodynamic regime occurs after a char­
acteristic time t in which the spatial moments of the density have constant 
time derivatives. However, in time-of-flight experiments, non-hydrodynamic 
and higher-order (non-Fickian) diffusion effects are significant at times much 
greater that r, unless explicitly recognised and accounted for. In parallel 
plane steady state Townsend experiments, there appears to be no such ef­
fects in the drift region away from the electrodes. It would be desirable to 
establish a non-hydrodynamic theory of the Townsend-Huxley experiment. 
The obvious way to do this is to generalize the parallel plane theory to two 
dimensions. The generalization of the saddle point method to higher dimen­
sions goes through in a fairly straight-forward manner [Malgrange (1974), 
Hamm (1977)], however the asymptotic arguments at large z and r± are not 
easy to generalize.
A complete theory of end-effects is not possible until boundary effects 
have been analysed. This is a difficult problem that people have been tack-
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ling for nearly 50 years with marginal success. Another problem this thesis 
sheds a little light on is the form of the spectrum of the linear Boltzmann 
operator. Since it is known that a discrete spectrum gives rise to a hydro- 
dynamic regime, runaway must occur only when the spectrum is continuous. 
However, it is known that runaway occurs when f  v(c)dc converges [Cavalieri 
and Paveri-Fontana (1972)], so there is a clear link between z/(c) and the 
spectrum.
The final portion of the thesis deals with the non-linear Burnett coeffi­
cients. General fluctuation expressions have been developed for these coeffi­
cients, and have been applied to some simple computational models of dense 
fluids. However, it is still too early to tell whether the non-linear Burnett 
coefficients actually exist in the thermodynamic limit.
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A ppendix A
Perturbation of the  
eigenfunctions for sm all k
If the eigenvalue problem for M. is solved for a particular form of the col­
lision operator, then it would be useful to have a scheme to compute the 
derivatives of u;(zk), $(c,zk) and 4>(c,zk) around k = 0 to compute the 
nonhydrodynamic effects described by x^(£). The scheme one would use for 
this is similar to the recursion scheme outlined in Kumar et al. (1980), that 
is the swarm theory analogue of the Chapman-Enskog method.
The eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of equation (2.8) are expanded as a 
power series in k:
oo
*i(c,;k) = £ * < n)0 H k ) n (A.l)
71=0
OO
*i(c,«-k) =  E * l m)® H k ) n
71=0
OO
“ j(*k) = S  wjn) © (-*k)"
71 =  0
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Upon substituting these series into equation (2.8), the following recursion 
relations for multipole functions are generated:
(M +  >(c) =  cW$n- 1)(c) -  £  (c ) (A.2)
m = 1
(M +u,<0))*<n)(c) =  c * (n- 1,(c) -  £  ^ m)*<n- m,(c)
m=l
£  /  ^ ra,(c )$ l”- ”*)(c)rfc =  (A.3)
m = 0
The recursion relations (A.2) define W ^ (c) up to an arbitrary additive 
term  in the kernel of M. + he. a term  proportional to f f '^ c ) .  The 
corresponding additive term  for is then fixed by the normalization (A.3). 
It will be shown that, whilst the functions \I?j(c,ik) and <l>j(c,zk) may be 
quite different functions with different choices of the arbitrary additive terms, 
the product ^ ( c ,  zk)3>j(c', zk) is unique. Since these functions enter the 
Greens function through this product, this means th a t any physical results 
are well determined by this method.
A .l  R ecu rsion  relations in C om ponent Form
We will now present formulae for calculating and u>jn\  We do this
by expanding (2.8) and (A .l) in the and basis (zeroth order basis) 
with the following definition:
*<n)(c) =  E A <lM 0)(c),
k£a k£a
We now define an operator Cj so tha t
Cj(M +  wj°>') =  (M  +  uf>)Ci = Pi
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where Vj is the projection onto the orthogonal complement of M. + In
other words, if the domain of M. -f is restricted to make M. + one
to one, then Cj is the inverse of M. +
By applying Cj on equation (A.2), the multipole functions can be gener­
ated according to
= Cj{c ^ n_1) -  £  <4,(m)^ (n- m))
Vj*^ =tj( c ^ n_ij -  y < >*rm))-
m = l
(0) u  , ,(°)
,(«-!)
m = l  
n  —1
(A.4)
Or expressed in the zeroth order basis for Uj ’ ^  urk ,
n —1
A (n) -
leer
(n 1)
dn) _
Em=1 
n —1
(m) a ( n - m )
( m ) - r> (n -m )
jk
l£<r m = 1
Ajjt — <
where Cj*. = /  j(c)c$^. (c)dc are the matrix elements of the operator c,
and
'  0 if u><°> = 4 01
[o;]0^ — u ;^]-1 otherwise
are the eigenvalues of Cj.
These relations will generate the multipole functions from the seeds A^) = 
B j? — Sjk- If then and may be chosen arbitrarily sub­
ject to
A«i)+Bi"» = -EEAir,B[rm)
m = l  l£a
To complete the prescription, we need a formula for calculating the 
and we also need to check that the biorthonormality condition (A.3) is sat­
isfied in the case ^  For convenience of notation, we will define
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= 3»^ = 0 for every n less than zero. This means that all the power 
series expansions hold for every integer n.
From (2.8),
u>j(«k) =  — J  ^ j(c,zk)(c • k +  M )^ j(c, ik)dc.
Expanding this in powers of k, one gets
=  -  £  /  ^ jm)(c) ( - c ^ n- m_1)(c) +  M $><n’ m)(c)) dc.
m=0 ^
The second term can be expressed as
E  J  * f )(.c)M${?~m\ c ) d c =  E  J  * ' m)(c)(.M +
J ( M  +  a>;0*)^i°*(c)$*’*Vc)dc — y. J  ^ m)(c)$<n m\c)dc.
m= 0 J
The second two terms vanish because of the biorthonormality condition (A.3) 
and the eigenvalue equation (2.8). The final step is to evaluate this equation 
by the recursion equation (A.2):
E  J  *<m)(c)c*5"-m- 1)(c )< ic-
m = 0 J
E j *}m) (c*5n-ra_1)(c)- X>f*5n' ra"0(c) ) dc  
m = 1 J V  /= 0  /
/  $ f )c ^ n- 1)(c)dc +  E  E  wW /  $<m)(c)$5"-m-')(c)<ic 
I  ^ ^ (c)c^ ^ n~^(c)dc — y ;  /  \I>^(c)$Jn_^dc
^  Z = 1  ^
E  ci*B ^ -1) -  E  " f  B ^ ‘ ° .
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A similar calculation using the adjoint equation gives an alternative formula 
for
k £ a  1=1
Thus the problem has been reduced to evaluating the matrix element Cjk.
For example, if the spectrum of A4 is non-degenerate, the first few coef­
ficients of the recursion series are
“T  = cii< A fk = CjkAjk + 6jkvf]; =  ckjAjk -  (A.5)
T .  c k j C j k A j k ,UJj ^  ~ C j kCi jCk[ A j i A j k ]
k £ v  k,l£(r k £ v
Ajk — j^k j^k?)j ~ CjjCj/cAj£. -f- CjkCji A. jl A ?fc bjkV^ j ’
l e v
= cjk^jkVj ~ cj.ic.jkA,-fcTyyc/?Cfc/A,-/A?fcTyycijc iiA-lSik- S lkrii ~^jk{rlj ) •
l e v  i £ v
In this case, the arbitrary additive terms are proportional to The rank
n tensors are the coefficients of these terms, and may be chosen to be 
zero.
A .2 C on sisten cy  w ith  B iorth on orm ality
For =  u4°\ the arbitrary term from the kernel of A4 + can be chosen 
so as to satisfy the biorthonormality condition (A.3). For it is
necessary to show that the multipole functions generated by the the recursion 
relations (A.2) are consistent with the biorthonormality condition. This is 
done inductively from the zeroth order biorthonormality condition.
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Using the identity
J ( M  +u>j0)) * f )(c)$ji')(c)<ic =  J  +  wj0))$ (c)d c  =
J  * 'n)(c)(>( +WfcO))* l0(c)rfc +  (“ f ) - ^ i 0)) J  'Pjn,( c )$ t ,(c)<ic,
we have for n > 0,
e / *y,(c)*in-,)(c)dc=
/=0 ^
( ^ 0) - 4 0))_1E  /  ^ j / -1)(c )c $ !n"0 (c)dc -  f  ^ 0 (c )c $ [n~'_1)(c )d c -  
/=o L,/ J
E  a4 m) /  * j ," ra)(c)« i" '°(c)dc +  ® f(c )* * n' ' _m,(c)<fc
m = l  m =  l
Consider the first two terms of this sum:
E  /  * y " 1)(c)c#5,’- ,)(c)«te - E  /  * f ( c ) c $ ln- ' - 1)(c)dc =
/=i J /=o J
jy  ^ 5,)(c )c $ (fcn_,_1)(c)dc -  J  ^ • /)(c )c $ ln_/_1)(c)d = 0.
Here we have used the convention established earlier that ^ = 0. The 
second two terms can be arranged in the following way:
E E wjm) / ^ '-ra)(c)*U0(c)rfc =
/= 0  m = l  J
n  n —l .
E E «1° /  * ‘m)( c ) * ! T '_m)(c)<ic =  0
/=1 m = 0
by the inductive hypothesis, and so /  \pyj(c)3>[n l\c)dc  =  0 for all 
n > 0. □
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A .3 Invariance o f ^ ( c ,  ik)$j(c', ik)
From (A.5), one can see that \P^(c) and hence \F,(c, zk) is dependent on the 
choice of an arbitrary term 77^ .  However, the product \Pj(c, zk)4>j(c', zk) is 
invariant under choice of any of the arbitrary terms rj n^\  which we will now 
demonstrate by induction for the non-degenerate case. The extension to the 
degenerate case is straightforward.
We need to prove that the Taylor series coefficients of the product are 
invariant, z.e. that J2b=o ^ j n_^(c)^ j^ (c) is invariant for every n. This is 
clearly true for n = 0. Assume that this is true for all n less than some whole 
number N.  Then we find 
N
E
/=o
z^r'wv)-
N - 1 N —l
\  1=0 m= 1
N —m
c £  ¥ f - '-» (c )* $ V )  + E  "im) E  « r ,_m)(c)*i0(c')
1=0
by use of (A.4). The first term on the right hand side is invariant by hypoth­
esis. Now consider the second term, and suppose that Aj” c') ls
invariant for all n less than V, as it is clearly true for rz = 0. Then
E a ^ ' ^ V )  =
1=0
N - 1 (
4  E  c#
/=o l
( N - l - 1) , „ ,
N —l
(C) + E  « r*{rn)x.(N- l—m) ( i( c )
m = 1
+ E ^ b ;j
1=0
The first term of the right hand side is invariant by hypothesis, so we only
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need consider the second term
i > } ? B r o =
1=0
sm - E E  Ay»B'r» =
/ = 1  fcgcr
SN0 - Nf  f  * f ( c ) P j $ (f , - ,){c)dc =
/=1 ^
S m ~ Y  /  (C)£j f c * j “’ ,"1)(c ) +  E  Wjm)* ' iV’ ,~’n)(C)') dc'
/=1 J V m=l /
Clearly, this term is invariant by hypothesis, so 5Z£L0 ^j^V_^ (c)^ j^ (c/) is 
invariant. □
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A p p en d ix  B
C alcu la tion  o f th e  en d -effects  
due to  peak  co llector current 
m easu rem en ts
Equations (3.11) and (3.12) were calculated by means of computer algebra. 
The language used for this is SMP [see Wolfram et. al. (1983)].
rho : (z - w[l] t + x[l]) / 2 / (w[2] t - x[2]) * (1/2)
expr[ $lmax ]:: \
Sum[ \
( Sum[ w[m] w[l-m+l], ] + \
Smn[ \
Sum[ \
Sum[ w[n] w[l-j*k-m+l] , {m,l,l-j*k} ] * \
(w[j] t - x[j]) * k / k! , \
{j, 3, Floor[ (1-1) / k ]> \
] \
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{k, 1, Floor[ (1-1) / 3 ]> \
] \
) * \
2 * (-1) (w[2] t - x[2]) “ (-1/2) Her[l,rho], \ 
{1,1,$lmax> \
/* substitution rules for t and z, zz == 1/z */
r: {t -> l/(w[l] zz + a2 zz*2 + a3 zz~3), z -> 1/zz}
/* we only need the first two terms for this calculation */
Her[ $1 _= Evenp[$l], $x ]::\
$1! (-1)*($1/2) (1 / ($1/2)! - (2 $x)~2 / 2 / ($1/2 - 1)! )
HerC $1 _= Oddp[$1] & $1 > 1, $x ]::\
$1! (-1)~( ($1-1) / 2 ) ( 2 $x / (($1-1) / 2)! - \ 
(2 $x)~3 / 3 /(($1-3) / 2)! )
Her[l ,$x] : 2 $x
/* and now for the actual calculation */
run: : \
Lcl [ '/.ps ] ; 
expr [10];
S[ '///., r ];
'/.ps: Ps['/,'/,, zz,
/* declare '/.ps local */ \
/* for a2 and a3, we need up to 1=10 */\ 
/* substitute for z and t */ \
0, 3]; /* form a power series in 1/z about */\ 
/* 0 to 3 terms */ \
/* solve for a2 */ \Soil W.[5,1]=0, a2 ]; 
Pr[ "a2=", \
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a2: Rat [ '/,*/, [1,2] ] \
]; /* output a2 */ \
Sol[ '/.ps [5,2] =0, a3 ] ; /* solve for a3 */ \
Pr[ "a3=", \
a3: Rat [ •/,'/. [1,2] ] \
]; /* output a3 */
Wolfram is no longer supporting SMP, but has a new product on the mar­
ket called Mathematica. It is expected that this language, which is similar in 
a lot of respects to SMP, will become quite popular in the future. To allow 
non-SMP people to interpret the above code, I give the following notes:
• : is an assigment operator, whereby the right hand side is evaluated 
and assigned to the left hand side.
• :: is an assignment operator in which the right hand side is assigned 
verbatim to the left hand side.
• F loor [x] =  [r].
•  Her [j ,x] =  H j(^)
• Sum[ x [ i ]  , { i , 1 ,n} ] =  E ?  ®(0
• S [ x ,  a -> b ] means replace a by b everywhere in the expression x.
• \  is the continuation character.
• $1 _= Evenp[$l] means “all l such that l is even”. Similarly with 
Oddp.
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• */.'/. =  previous result. Parts of the expression may be extracted out 
by means of projections. For example, Ps[Exp[x] , x , 0 , 3 ]  returns a 
Taylor series of exp x about x = 0 to third order expressed in the form:
P s [ l , x , 0 , { 0 , 6 } , { [ 0 ] : 1 , [ 1 ]  : 1 , [ 2 ]  : 1 / 2 , [ 3 ] : 1 / 6 } ]
So to extract the second Taylor coefficient, you need the fifth part of 
this expression, which is a list of the coefficients, and then you need 
the second coefficient in this list, hence */,'/,[5 ,2 ]  . Similarly, the output 
of the solve is a list of substitutions, i.e. S o l [ e x p r ,  x] returns {x -> 
x0}.  This allows the possibility for more than one solution. To get the 
real answer, you need the second part (i.e. the right hand side of the 
substitution) of the first component of the list, i.e. */,'/, [1,2]
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A p p en d ix  C
N u m erica l S tud ies o f  th e  
K lein-K ram ers M od el
The code used in the numerical studies reported in section 4.3 is reported 
here. Figures 4.3 to 4.6 were produced by the following code:
C compute the steady point source delta(x)delta(c-cp) density function,
C n(r,t) for several different times t
PROGRAM SteadyPointSource 
implicit none
double precision t,r,cp,a,rmin,rscale,nu
double precision result, error, integrand, scaleFactor
double precision res2,res4,res8,resl6,res32,scale
integer N, dummy, ifail, ir, FNLen, iAcc !accumulate ifail results here
character*255 VaxFName
external integrand
parameter(N=100)
real f(6,0:N-l)
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common /field/ a, nu, scaleFactor 
common /Gparams/ cp,r 
C workspace for integration 
integer LW, LIW
parameter( LW=2000, LIW=LW/8+2 ) 
double precision WS(LW) 
integer IW(LIW)
C parameters for precision of integration 
double precision absErr, relErr 
parameter( absErr=lD-35, relErr=lD-3 )
C ascii tab
character tab
parameter(tab=char(9))
C read run parameters
accept *,a,nu,t,cp
accept *, rmin, rscale ! in this case, rscale temp, stores rmax 
accept *,scaleFactor 
VaxFName= * »
accept lO.FNLen,(VaxFName(ir:ir),ir=l,FNLen) 
open (unit=10,file=VaxFName,status=,NEW')
10 format(Q,64A1)
rscale = ( rscale-rmin) / N
Do 2 ir=0,N-l
r = rmin + rScale * ir
C
C
C
/t /oo
I I G(c,r,t,cp) dc dt 
/0 /-oo
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ifail = 1
call D01AJF( integrand, ODO, t, absErr, relErr, 
k result, error, VS, LV, IV, LIV, ifail )
iacc = ifail
ifail = 1
call D01AJF( integrand, ODO, t/2, absErr, relErr, 
k res2, error, VS, LV, IV, LIV, ifail )
iacc = iacc + ifail
ifail = 1
call D01AJF( integrand, ODO, t/4, absErr, relErr, 
k res4, error, VS, LV, IV, LIV, ifail )
iacc = iacc + ifail
ifail = 1
call D01AJF( integrand, ODO, t/8, absErr, relErr, 
k res8, error, VS, LV, IV, LIV, ifail )
iacc = iacc + ifail
ifail = 1
call D01AJF( integrand, ODO, t/16, absErr, relErr, 
k resl6, error, VS, LV, IV, LIV, ifail )
iacc = iacc + ifail
ifail = 1
call D01AJF( integrand, ODO, t/32, absErr, relErr, 
k res32, error, VS, LV, IV, LIV, ifail )
iacc = iacc + ifail
if (iacc.ne.O) then
print integral didn'*t converge, r=,,r
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else
write (10,3) r,tab, result,tab,res2,tab,res4, 
& tab,res8,tab,resl6,tab,res32
3 format(lx,7(Ell.4,A1))
ENDIF
2 CONTINUE
stop
END
double precision FUNCTION integrand( t ) 
implicit none
double precision t, r, cp, IntofGwrtc
common /Gparams/ cp,r
integrand = IntofGwrtc(cp,r,t)
return
END
T he colour plates of the phase space d istribu tion  function was produced 
by the following code:
C compute the steady point source delta(x)delta(c-cp) distribution function, 
C f(c,r,t)
PROGRAM SteadyPointSource 
implicit none
double precision c,t,r,cp,a,cmin,cscale,rmin,rscale,nu 
double precision result, error, integrand, scaleFactor 
integer N, dummy, ifail, ic, ir, FNLen 
character*255 VaxFName 
external integrand 
parameter(N=100)
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parameter (cmin=-l.0,cscale=0.04) 
common /field/ a, nu, scaleFactor 
common /Gparams/ c,cp,r 
C workspace for integration 
integer LW, LIW
parameter( LW=2000, LIW=LW/8+2 ) 
double precision WS(LW) 
integer IW(LIW)
accept *,a,nu,t,cp
accept *,rmin,rscale !rscale temporarily holds rmax 
rscale = (rscale-rmin)/N 
accept *.scaleFactor 
VaxFName=’ *
accept lO.FNLen, (VaxFName(ic:ic) ,ic=l,FNLen)
10 format(Q,64Al)
open (unit=10, file=VaxFName, status=,NEW') 
write (10,*) N, rmin, rScale, cmin, cScale
Do 1 ic=0,N-l 
Do 2 ir=0,N-1
c = cmin + cScale * ic 
r = rmin + rScale * ir
C /t
C I G(c,r,t,cp) dt
C /0
ifail = 1
call D01AJF( integrand, 0D0, t, ID-10, ID-3, result, error, 
& WS, LW, IW, LIW, ifail )
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if (ifail.ne.0) then 
if (ifail.ne.6) then
print *,’ integral didn’’t converge' 
else
print *,’ifail= ’.ifail 
ENDIF
write (10,*) 999.999 !give it some value that cam be ignored 
C by Uniras
else
write (10,*) result 
ENDIF
2 CONTINUE
1 CONTINUE
stop
END
double precision FUNCTION integrand( t ) 
implicit none
double precision t, r, c, cp, G 
common /Gparams/ c,cp,r 
integrand = G(c,cp,r,t) 
return 
END
Both of the programs call the Greens function, which is encoded as:
C Free space Green’s function for the 1-D Klein Kramers model
double precision FUNCTION G( c, cp, r, t) 
implicit none
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double precision a,c,cp,r,t,AA,BB,CC, nu, scaleFactor, z, th 
conunon /field/ a, nu, scaleFactor 
double precision InMaxReal, expArg, sqrtFactor 
parameter( InMaxReal = 80)
If (t.eq.O) then !is equal to delta(r)delta(c-cp)
If (r.eq.O.and.c.eq.cp) then 
G = exp( InMaxReal) 
else 
G = 0 
END IF 
return 
END IF
th = tanh(t/2) 
z = exp(-t)
AA = 0.5*t - th
BB = r-a*t-(c+cp-2*a)*th
CC = -2*(c-a-(cp-a)*z)**2/(l-z**2)
SqrtFactor = l/Sqrt((l-z**2)*AA)
expArg = nu * t - scaleFactor + CC - BB**2 / 4 / AA
If (expArg + log(SqrtFactor).gt.InMaxReal) then Itrap possible overflows 
G = exp( InMaxReal ) 
elseif (expArg.lt.-InMaxReal) then 
G = 0
else
G = SqrtFactor * exp( expArg )
ENDIF
return
END
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C integral of G with respect to c over the real line
double precision FUNCTION IntOfGwrtc( cp, r, t ) 
implicit none
double precision a,c,cp,r,t,AA, nu, scaleFactor, z, th 
double precision AAA,BBB,CCC, expArg, InMaxReal, SqrtFactor 
parameter( InMaxReal = 80) 
common /field/ a, nu, scaleFactor
If (t.eq.O) then !is equal to delta(r)
If (r.eq.O) then
IntOfGwrtc = exp( InMaxReal) 
else
IntOfGwrtc = 0 
ENDIF 
return 
ENDIF
th = tanh(t/2) 
z = exp(-t)
AA = 0.5*t - th
AAA = 2 / (l-z**2) + th**2 / 4 / AA
BBB = (4*a*(l-z) + 4*cp*z) / (l-z**2) +
& ((2*a-cp)*th**2 + (r-a*t)*th) / 2 / AA
CCC = - 2 * (a - z * (a - cp) ) ** 2 / (l-z**2) +
& (
& -( (2 * a - cp) * th + r ) ** 2
& + 2 * a * t * (r+ (2 * a - cp) * th)
& - (a * t) ** 2
& )
& / 4/ AA
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expArg = nu * t - scaleFactor + CCC + BBB**2 / 4 / AAA 
SqrtFactor = l/Sqrt((l-z**2)*AA*AAA)
If (expArg + log(SqrtFactor).gt.lnMaxReal) then Itrap possible overflows 
IntOfGwrtc = exp( lnMaxReal ) 
elseif (expArg.lt.-lnMaxReal) then 
IntOfGwrtc = 0
else
IntOfGwrtc = SqrtFactor * exp( expArg )
ENDIF
return
END
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A p p en d ix  D  
Iso trop ie  T ensors
In a fluid, there is no preferred direction, and consequently any property 
of the fluid with tensorial character must be isotropic, i.e. the components 
of the tensor have the same value regardless of the coordinate system used, 
provided tha t the same metric is used. Isotropic tensors up to rank four are 
given in the little monograph by Temple (1960). Eu (1979) give the complete 
set of isotropic six rank tensors. O ther than  these, there appears to be no 
generally available source of isotropic tensors. One approach to generating 
isotropic tensors of arbitrary rank in three dimensions is to note tha t any even 
rank isotropic tensor must be expressed as a linear combination of products 
of the unit tensor (<*)MJ/), and odd tensors as a linear combination of products 
of the unit tensor and the Levi-Cevita, or determ inant tensor (e\ßly). This 
result is based on Weyl’s theory of invariant polynomials [see Temple (1960) 
for a discussion]. In practice, this means finding every possible way of writing 
products of inner products between pairs of vectors, so tha t for example, the
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space of isotropic rank four tensors will be spanned by:
l i ( u ,v ,w ,x )  =  (u • v ) (w  • x), 
l2( u ,v ,w ,x )  =  (u • w )(v  • x), 
l3( u , v , w , x )  =  (u * x )(v  • w),
and that the space of rank five isotropic tensors is spanned by:
l i ( u , v , w , x , y )  =  (u • v)(w • x  x y),  
l2(u , v,  w , x , y )  =  (u • w)(v  • x  x y), 
l3(u , v, w , x , y )  = (u ' x)(v  • w x y),  
l4(u, v, w , x , y )  =  (u • y)(v  • w x x), 
l5( u , v , w , x , y )  =  (v • w)(u • x  x y), 
l6(u, v, w , x , y )  =  (v • x)(u • w x y), 
l7(u, v, w, x, y) =  (v • y)(u • w x x),  
l8(u, v,  w , x , y )  =  (w • x)(u • v  x y),  
l9( u , v , w , x , y )  =  (w • y)(u • v  x x), 
bo(u, v, w, x, y) =  (x • y)(u • v  x w).
Because the generalized constitutive relation (1.8) must be symmetric 
with respect to changes in sign of the thermodynamic force and flux, we 
are only interested in even rank tensors. I have written a program that 
generates the isotropic tensors of arbitrary even rank, and then proceeds to 
apply symmetrization operations to the tensors to produce the final set of 
independent tensors. Modifying it to produce odd rank tensors should not be 
too difficult a task. An example of its use, may be found in finding the number 
of transport coefficients used to describe the second order B urnett coefficient
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between stress and strain. This coefficient connects a second rank stress 
tensor IT with the square of a second rank strain tensor. The coefficient is 
thus of sixth rank. There are fifteen sixth rank isotropic tensors, but not all of 
them  are valid candidates because the only non-vanishing components must 
be symmetric with respect to interchanges of the third and fifth argument, 
as well as the fourth and the sixth. This is the case because in the expression 
L :: V u V u ,  interchanging the two V s produces no effect, neither the two 
us. In the program, this is performed by the lines
Symmetrize(LinComb[i], 3, 5);
Symmetrize(LinComb[i], 4, 6);
In the case of a monatomic fluid, we may further expect tha t the tensor 
should be symmetric with respect to the first two indices.
The program listing following can be used for arbitrary rank by chang­
ing the constants rank, NoComp and NoComppl. Rank is fairly obviously 
the tensorial rank of the tensor under study. NoComp is the number of 
independent isotropic tensors of tha t rank, given by n { = i^2 *(1 +  2i).
In the program, the basis tensors are represented as an array with rank 
components of type integer, which contain the sequence of vectors involved 
in the inner products. For example, l3 in the rank four case would be rep­
resented by the integer sequence 1423. The complete basis is generated in 
the calcTensors procedure, and stored in Tensors. It does this by generating 
all possible permutations of the rank vectors, then expressing them  all in a 
canonical form in which each pair is ordered so tha t the lowest index comes 
first within the pairs, and the pairs are then ordered according to the first 
index in each pair. When the canonical form is found, it is checked against
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a list of all previous canonical tensors found, and only added to the list if it 
is found to be distinct.
To generate the symmetrized tensors, we store the coefficients of a linear 
combination of the basis tensors in variables of type LinType. The algorithm 
proceeds by taking every basis tensor corresponding to non-zero coefficients, 
swapping the indices to be symmetrized, placing the tensor in canonical form, 
comparing this result against the basis list to find which tensor it corresponds 
to, then adding the original non-zero coefficient to the slot corresponding to 
the swapped basis tensor.
program tensors;
{even rank version} 
const
rank = 6;
NoComp = 15; {NoComp = (rank-1)(rank-3)... 3}
NoComppl = 16; {NoComp+1} 
type
jvalType = set of 2..rank;
TensorType = array[1..rank] of integer;
LinType = array[1..NoComp] of integer; 
var
tensor: array[1..NoComppl] of TensorType; 
i, j: integer;
Tensorindex: integer; 
zero: LinType;
LinComb: array[1..NoComp] of LinType; 
out: text;
procedure swap (var x, y: integer); 
var
t: integer;
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begin 
t := x; 
x := y; 
y := t; 
end;
procedure Sort (left, right: integer; var Tensor: TensorType); 
{Yep, the good old Qsort routine copied from ATPUG issue 1} 
var
II, JJ, temp: integer;
Pivot: integer;
IlisGTright, JJisLTleft, IlgreatThan: boolean; 
begin
II := left;
JJ := right;
pivot := Tensor[pred(2 * ((II + JJ) div 2))]; 
repeat
while Tensor[pred(2 * II)) < pivot do 
II := succ(II);
while Tensor[pred(2 * JJ)] > pivot do 
JJ := pred(JJ); 
if II <= JJ then 
begin
swap(Tensor[2 * 1 1 - 1 ] ,  Tensor[2 * JJ - 1]); 
swap(Tensor[2 * II], Tensor[2 * JJ]);
II := succ(II);
JJ := pred(JJ); 
end;
until II > JJ; 
if JJ > left then
Sort(left, JJ, Tensor);
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if II < right then
Sort(II, right, Tensor)
end;
function eq (x, y: tensorType): boolean; 
var
i: integer; 
result: boolean; 
begin
result := true; 
for i := 1 to rank do
result := result and (x[i] = y[i]); 
eq := result; 
end;
function eqL (x, y: LinType): boolean; 
var
i: integer; 
result: boolean; 
begin
result := true;
for i := 1 to NoComp do
result := result and (x[i] = y[i]); 
eqL := result; 
end;
procedure canonical (var tensor: tensortype); 
var
j: integer; 
begin
{order each pair}
for j := 1 to rank div 2 do
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if tensor[2 * j - 1] > tensor[2 * j] then 
swap(Tensor[2 * j -1], Tensor[2 * j]); 
sort(l, rank div 2, Tensor); 
end;
procedure calcTensors; 
var
TTensor: TensorType;
{Tensorindex: integer;}
procedure GenerLoop (nest: integer; jvals: jvaltype; TTensor: tensorType); 
var
j, k: integer; 
begin
for j := (nest + 2) div 2 to rank do 
if not (j in jvals) then 
begin
TTensor[nest] := j; 
if nest < rank then
GenerLoop(succ(nest), jvals + [j] , TTensor) 
else 
begin
canonical(TTensor); 
k := 1;
while not eq(TTensor, Tensor[k]) and (k < Tensorindex) do 
k := succ(k); 
if k = Tensorindex then 
begin
if Tensorindex > NoComp then 
writeln(’Either I stuffed up,’»
’ or you guessed the wrong value for NoComp’); 
tensor[k] := TTensor;
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Tensorindex := succ(Tensorlndex); 
end;
end; {of else}
end; {of if not (j in jval)} 
end; {of GenerLoop}
begin
Tensorindex := 1;
TTensor[l] := 1;
GenerLoop(2, [], TTensor); 
end;
procedure symmetrizePairs (var LinComb: LinType; prl, pr2: integer); 
{Symmetrize tensor with respect to two pairs of indices} 
var
NewLin: LinType; 
i, j: integer;
TTensor: TensorType; 
begin
NewLin := zero; 
for i := 1 to NoComp do 
if LinComb[i] > 0 then 
begin
{get representation of component}
TTensor := Tensor[i];
{swap pairs 1 and 2}
for j := 1 to rank do
if TTensor[j] = 2 * prl then 
TTensor[j] := 2 * pr2 
else if TTensorCj] = pred(2 * prl) then 
TTensor[j] := pred(2 * pr2) 
else if TTensorCj] = 2 * pr2 then
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TTensor[j] := 2 * prl 
else if TTensor[j] = pred(2 * pr2) then 
TTensor [j] := pred(2 * prl); 
canonical(TTensor);
{find TTensor in the list}
j := 0;
repeat
j := J + 1
until eq(TTensor, Tensor[j]);
{add the swapped part to make it symmetric}
NewLinCj] := NewLinCj] + LinComb[i]; 
end; {of for i:=l to NoComp}
{add NewLin to LinComb}
for i := 1 to NoComp do
LinComb[i] := LinComb[i] + NewLinCi]; 
end; {of symmetrizePairs}
procedure symmetrize (var LinComb: LinType; Indexl, Index2: integer); 
{Symmetrize tensor with respect to two indices} 
var
NewLin: LinType; 
i, j: integer;
TTensor: TensorType; 
begin
NewLin := zero; 
for i := 1 to NoComp do 
if LinComb[i] > 0 then 
begin
{get representation of component}
TTensor := Tensor[i];
{swap pairs 1 and 2}
for j := 1 to rank do
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if TTensor[j] = Indexl then 
TTensor [j] := Index2 
else if TTensor[j] = Index2 then 
TTensor [j] := Indexl; 
canonical(TTensor);
{find TTensor in the list}
j := 0;
repeat
j := j + 1
until eq(TTensor, Tensor[j]);
{add the swapped part to make it symmetric}
NewLin[j] := NewLin[j] + LinComb[i] ; 
end; {of for i:=1 to NoComp}
{add NewLin to LinComb}
for i := 1 to NoComp do
LinComb [i] := LinComb [i] + NewLin[i]; 
end; {of symmetrize}
begin
CalcTensors; 
for i := 1 to NoComp do 
zero[i] := 0; 
for i := 1 to NoComp do 
begin
LinComb[i] := zero;
LinComb[i] [i] := 1;
Symmetrize(LinComb[i], 1, 2);
Symmetrize(LinComb[i], 3, 5);
Symmetrize(LinComb[i], 4, 6); 
j := 0;
repeat
j := succ(j)
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until eqL(LinComb[j], LinComb[i]);
if i = j then {the linear combination is unique, so output it} 
begin
for j := 1 to NoComp do
if LinComb[i] [j] <> 0 then
write(LinComb[i][j] : 1, j : 3, *)+*);
writeln; 
end;
end;
end.
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A p p en d ix  E
S y stem  Size D ep en d en ce  o f a 
P ro d u ct o f  In ten sive  P h a se  
V ariables
In this appendix, we show tha t the phase average of a product of intensive 
phase variables fliLi A ’ is of order N 1_n, with N  being the number of particles 
in the system.
Let us begin by noting tha t the phase variable A, can be w ritten as an 
average over individual particles:
1 N
J =  1
Then we find that
(E.l)
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In a system where the order is short range (for example a fluid far from its 
critical point), we would expect tha t correlations of the form Y^i^k 
only picks up contributions from its nearest neighbours, and is consequently 
intensive. More generally, we can say th a t A?/) 1S intensive.
The first term  on the right hand side of (E .l) is clearly intensive, so we find
( f [ A , \  = o(N» - ) .
□
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A p p en d ix  F
N on lin ear B u rn ett C oefficients  
C alcu lation
F . l  D esign  C onsiderations
This chapter lists and describes the code employed in the calculation of non­
linear Burnett coefficients. The program was initially designed for a canon­
ical ensemble to be produced, using a standard Nose-Hoover therm ostat. 
Each member of this canonical ensemble was then used as a starting point 
for a computation at constant current, with both current and tem perature 
fixed by a Gaussian feedback mechanism, as initially suggested by Evans and 
Lynden-Bell (1988). Because we required the computation to accurately re­
flect the initial condition for each of the constant flux evolutions, we needed 
to use a self-starting differential equation solver, such as the fourth order 
Runge-K utta method. Later on, we realised tha t a single equilibrium trajec­
tory was all that was required.
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GAMMA
DIMENSION X(NP),Y(NP),Z(NP),PX(NP),PY(NP),PZ(NP)
Figure F .l: Internal form at of GAMMA
Instead of modifying an existing m olecular dynam ics program , I decided 
to  code from scratch a set of modules th a t can be mixed and m atched to 
ob ta in  the  desired algorithm . T he idea was to  have a subroutine th a t in te­
grates differential equations, and to pass to it a function th a t im plem ents 
the  equations of motion. So a typical subroutine call to  the  in tegrato r will 
be (for exam ple a R unge-K utta algorithm )
CALL RK( X, F, N, H, NTSTEP )
This subroutine integrates a first order differential equation of the  form x  =  
f(x ) . In the  above subroutine call, X is a one dim ensional array, F ( I , X )  is a 
function return ing  the zth com ponent of f(x ) , N is the num ber of com ponents 
of X, H is the  stepsize, and NTSTEPS is the  num ber of tim esteps to  be evolved. 
T he result of the com putation is re turned  in X.
In m olecular dynam ics sim ulations, the  X to  be in tegrated  is ju s t the 
phase-space position I \  From the perspective of the  in tegrator, it does not 
m a tte r  in which order the com ponents of T occur, bu t practically  it works 
best to organize the  ^-com ponents of the  positions of all the  particles, fol­
lowed by the  y-com ponents and ^-com ponents, then the  three m om entum  
com ponents are similarly arranged, as in fig F .l .  This allows one to  declare
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arrays containing only the x-components of position for example, by means 
of EQUIVALENCE statements, or common blocks.
F.2 Parameters
In this program, all parameters are encoded as compile time constants. This 
approach has slightly greater efficiency and readability over reading the pa­
rameters in at run-time. The disadvantage of this method over the other is 
the requirement to recompile all modules of the program whenever one of 
the parameters change. This doesn’t prove onerous, since run lengths are 
typically hundreds of hours compared with minutes of compile time. The 
following is a list of compile time parameters:
C Turn off default typing. This is not a standard Fortran77 construct.
C Replacing it by implicit character (a-z) produces almost as good type 
IMPLICIT CHARACTER (A-Z)
C NP = number of particles
C DIMPS = Dimension of phase space = 2 * D * NP 
C D = dimension of physical space
C CUBSIZ = length of side of cube containing the particles 
C TEMP = temperature
C THERMO = a switch determining whether thermostatting is on 
C RCUT = cut of radius for soft sphere interaction 
C VO = parameter controlling the strength of the potential 
C TAU = timescale for fluctuations in kinetic energy about the steady 
C state mean value D * NP * TEMP
C Q = D * NP * TEMP * TAU ** 2 see Evans & Holian (1985),J Chem Phys,v83
C COLOUR = a switch determining if the colour field is on
C CURRNT = a switch determining if FCC sets up an initial colour current
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C H = STEP SIZE
C NNHSTP = NUMBER OF TIMESTEPS OF NOSE HOOVER EVOLUTION BETWEEN SPURS 
C NGPTS = NUMBER OF POINTS ALONG SPUR THAT ARE SAMPLED 
C MAXJ = MAXIMUM VALUE OF THE COLOUR CURRENT ACCEPTED FOR THE SPUR 
C EPSCUR = maximum relative variation allowed in the current 
C before a spur is rejected
C MAXRUN = maximum number of job resubmissions before termination 
C MAXLAM = maximum value of lambda accepted
C TSTEP = time in milliseconds for one time origin to be executed 
C QL = Nose-Hoover coupling constant for lambda 
C SEEDO = initial random generator seed 
INTEGER DIMPS, D, NP
DOUBLE PRECISION CUBSIZ, TEMP, RCUT, VO, TAU, Q, JO 
LOGICAL THERMO, COLOUR, CURRNT
INTEGER NNHSTP, NGPTS, MAXKB, MAXRUN, MAXLAM, TSTEP, SEEDO 
DOUBLE PRECISION STPSIZ, MAXJ, EPSCUR, QL
PARAMETER( D=3, NP=108, DIMPS = 2*D*NP, CUBSIZ=5.03, TEMP=1.08) 
PARAMETERC THERMO=.TRUE., RCUT=1.5, VO = 1, TAU = 0.09622 ) 
PARAMETERC Q = D * NP * TEMP * TAU ** 2, QL=2 )
PARAMETER( C0L0UR=.TRUE., CURRNT=.TRUE. )
PARAMETER (STPSIZ=4E-3, NNHSTP=10, NGPTS=2000)
PARAMETERC MAXKB=1900, MAXJ = 0.2,EPSCUR=0.1,MAXLAM=20) 
PARAMETERC J0=0.0, MAXRUN=100, TSTEP=30000)
PARAMETERC SEEDO= 14)
F .3  E quations o f  M otion
As an example of how equations of motion are coded as a function, here is 
the function implementing the current-statting dynamics in equation (6.1).
C Equations of motions for the Norton ensemble, with Nose-Hoover
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C thermostat and current statting mechanisms in the form 
C (d/dt) GAMMA(I) = NORTON(I).
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION NORTON( I,GAMMA)
INCLUDE (PARAM)
DOUBLE PRECISION GAMMA(DIMPS+2), F(D*NP)
DOUBLE PRECISION V, K, CALJ 
COMMON /FORCE/ F,V 
INTEGER I , ALPHA, LAMBDA, P 
C Offsets into GAMMA
PARAMETER (ALPHA=DIMPS+1,LAMBDA=DIMPS+2,P=DIMPS/2) 
INCLUDE (STFUN)
♦VOCL STMT,IF(0)
IF (I.LE.DIMPS/2) THEN 
NORTON = GAMMA(P+I)
♦VOCL STMT,IF(100)
ELSE IF (THERMO) THEN 
♦VOCL STMT.IF(33)
IF (COLOUR.AND.I.LE.P+NP) THEN
NORTON = F(I-P) - GAMMA(ALPHA) ♦ GAMMA(I) - 
& GAMMA(LAMBDA) ♦ E(I)
ELSE IF (I.EQ.ALPHA) THEN 
C equation of motion for alpha
NORTON = ( K( GAMMA( P+1 ) ) / (1.5+NP+TEMP) - 1 ) / 
& TAU ♦♦ 2
ELSE IF (COLOUR.AND.I.EQ.LAMBDA) THEN 
C equation of motion for lambda
NORTON = NP/QL ♦ (CALJ( GAMMA( P+1 )) - JO)
ELSE
NORTON = F(I-P) - GAMMA(ALPHA) ♦ GAMMA(I)
ENDIF
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ELSE
NORTON = F( I - P)
ENDIF
RETURN
END
There are two things to note in this listing. The first is that there is gener­
ally some preprocessing to be done independently of the component number 
I. If Fortran allowed vector valued functions, this would be no problem, as we 
could do this preprocessing , and then return all components of F at once. In­
stead, we must use a kludge in which a call to F with I set to 0 is performed 
before the individual components are returned. The second thing to note 
is that Fortran does not allow the equivalencing of subroutine parameters. 
Instead, to make thing a little more readable, I have defined the constants 
A LPH A , LAMBDA and P as indexes to GAMMA, so for example GAMMA (A L P H A ) is 
the thermostatting multiplier, and GAMMA ( P + 1 )  is plx.
F .4  T h e In tegrator
A far more efficient algorithm (by a factor of four) than the Runge-Kutta 
algorithm is due to Gear (1970). This is a multistep method, requiring 
higher order derivatives of x to be known. As a consequence, a second order 
Runge-Kutta algorithm must be used to evaluate the higher order derivatives 
at time t = 0. This was tried for Gaussian systems, and was found to 
give the correct trajectory 99.5% of the time. The cause of the erroneous 
trajectories was never resolved. It was thought that the error involved in 
neglecting was statistically insignificant, however, the value calculated for 
colour conductivity disagreed with the accepted value by about 10%, or 2
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standard errors. When the theory based on a single equilibrium trajectory 
was developed, it no longer m attered what the initial condition of the system 
are, so a self-starting method was no longer required.
A listing of the Gear integrator which is 4thorder in h follows. The 1 in 
the name refers to the fact tha t a first order differential equation is being 
solved. Algorithms are listed in Gear’s book for second and higher order 
equation. The Z refers to the equations of motion being integrated as the 
current and therm o-statted system listed as NORTON. It was found tha t in 
order to efficiently vectorize the code on the Fujitsu VP 100, each subroutine 
had to be expanded inline at the compilation stage in order to avoid any re­
cursive data dependencies (procedure integration). Unfortunately, procedure 
integration could not be performed on functional parameters, so the name 
of the equations of motion function had to be hard coded into the routine. 
For similar reasons, the phase space vector X is now passed as a common 
block, so the only parameters left are H and NTSTEP. To alter this routine to 
do anything else only requires the strings NORTON, GAMMAG and DIMPS+2 to 
be globally changed with a text editor.
C Solve the equations of motion by the 4th order Gear predictor- 
C corrector method. Gear, C.W. (1971) Numerical Initial Value Problems 
C in Differential Equations. (Prentice Hall: Englewood Cliffs, N.J.)
C This subroutine treats the equations of motion as a 1st order d.e.
SUBROUTINE GEAR1Z( H, NTSTEP )
INCLUDE (PARAH)
C XT = x(t) = final state after time t = H+NTSTEP.
C H = step size
C NTSTEP = Number of time steps
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C n
C H n n
C Xn = —  (d /dt ) XT 
C n!
C
C XnPRED = the predicted values of the above using a truncated Taylor 
C series
INTEGER NTSTEP, I, T
DOUBLE PRECISION H, CORR, NORTON
DOUBLE PRECISION XT(DIMPS+2), XTPRED(DIMPS+2), X3PRED(DIMPS+2) 
DOUBLE PRECISION X2(DIMPS+2), X2PRED(DIMPS+2), X3(DIMPS+2) 
DOUBLE PRECISION X4(DIMPS+2)
DOUBLE PRECISION Xl(DIMPS+2), XlPRED(DIMPS+2)
C Local storage is shared with SETGEG, GEARN, SETGEN 
COMMON /GSTORE/ XTPRED,X1PRED,X2PRED,X3PRED 
C Derivatives filled of SETGEG
COMMON /GSTORZ/ X1,X2,X3,X4 
COMMON /GAMMAG/ XT
C Gear coefficients
DOUBLE PRECISION FO,F1,F2,F3,F4
PARAMETER( F0=251./720, Fl=l, F2=ll./12, F3=l./3, F4=l./24)
C These statements are required for Procedure Integration on the FACOM 
DOUBLE PRECISION F(D*NP),V 
COMMON /FORCE/F,V
C Calculation loop
DO 2 T=l,NTSTEP
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C Predictor loop
♦VOCL LOOP,NOVREC(XTPRED)
DO 3 1=1.DIMPS+2
XTPRED(I) = X1(I) + XT(I)+X2(I)+X3(I)+X4(I) 
XIPRED(I) = X1(I) +
ft 2 * X2(I) + 3 * X3(I) + 4 * X4(I)
X2PRED(I) = X2(I) + 3*X3(I) + 6*X4(I) 
X3PRED(I) = X3(I) + 4*X4(I)
3 CONTINUE
C Evaluation step
CALL FORCES(XTPRED)
C Corrector loop 
♦VOCL LOOP,NOVREC(XT)
DO 4 1=1.DIMPS+2
CORR = NORTON(I,XTPRED) * H - XIPRED(I)
XT(I) = XTPRED(I) + FO * CORR
X1(I) = X1PRED(I) + FI * CORR
X2(I) = X2PRED(I) + F2 * CORR
X3(I) = X3PRED(I) + F3 * CORR
X4(I) = X4(I) + F4 * CORR
4 CONTINUE
2 CONTINUE
CALL CUBE( XT)
RETURN
END
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F.5 P eriod ic  B oundary  C on d ition s
The subroutine CUBE performs the periodic boundary conditions. It can be 
readily modified to perform Lees-Edwards boundary conditions if this was 
required.
C Retract positions to within cube
SUBROUTINE CUBE( GAMMA )
INCLUDE (PARAM)
DOUBLE PRECISION GAMMA(DIMPS)
INTEGER I 
DO 1 1=1,D*NP
GAMMA(I) = GAMMA(I)-CUBSIZ*INT( GAMMA(I)/ CUBSIZ)
IF (GAMMA(I).LT.O) GAMMA(I) = GAMMA(I)+CUBSIZ 
1 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END
F .6  Forces
The forces routine, which is the most CPU intensive routine, was originally 
written for arbitrary dimension. It was found that the routine could not be 
vectorized properly without coding it explicitly in three dimensions. This is 
the only part of the code that is dimension dependent, apart form the ini­
tialization routine FCC. It is also desirable to perform potential and pressure 
calculations at this stage.
C Compute the forces on all the particles due to all the other particles 
C as a function of the position in phase space GAMMA,
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C and store the result in an array F(i)
SUBROUTINE FORCES( X ) 
INCLUDE (PARAM)
C R = displacement between two particles (vector quantity) 
C RIJSq = IR|**2
C FIJ = SCALF(RIJSQ) = scalar part of force term 
C FKIJ = Kth component of the force between two particles
C Three dimensional version
DOUBLE PRECISION F(NP*D), X(DIMPS)
DOUBLE PRECISION FIJ, FKIJ, SCALF, RIJSQ 
DOUBLE PRECISION R1,R2,R3, RSI, R6, V 
C F$ in front of the index variables are used to get PI to interact 
C correctly with *V0CL 
INTEGER F$I,F$J 
COMMON /FORCE/ F, V
DOUBLE PRECISION STEP.Z 
STEP(Z) = 0.5 + SIGN(0.5D0,Z)
DO 6 F$I=1,D*NP 
F(F$I)=0 
6 CONTINUE
V = 0
♦VOCL LOOP,TEMP(R1,R2,R3,RIJSQ,FIJ,FKIJ)
♦VOCL LOOP,VI(F$I)
♦VOCL LOOP,NOVREC(F)
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♦VOCL LOOP,F$I.LE.NP 
♦VOCL LOOP,F$J.LT.NP 
♦VOCL LOOP,F$J.LT.F$I
DO 1 F$I=2,NP 
DO 2 F$J=1,F$I-1 
R1 = X(F$I) - X(F$J)
R2 = X(F$I+NP) - X(F$J+NP)
R3 = X(F$I+2*NP) - X(F$J+2*NP)
C Perform image particle correction 
♦VOCL STMT,IF(60)
IF (ABS(Rl).GT.CUBSIZ/2) R1 = R1 - SIGN(CUBSIZ,R1)
♦VOCL STMT,IF(60)
IF (ABS(R2).GT.CUBSIZ/2) R2 = R2 - SIGM(CUBSIZ,R2)
♦VOCL STMT,IF(60)
IF (ABS(R3).GT.CUBSIZ/2) R3 = R3 - SIGN(CUBSIZ,R3)
RIJSQ = R1 ♦♦ 2 + R2 ♦♦ 2 + R3 ♦♦ 2
RSI = 1/RIJSQ 
R6 = RSI ♦♦ 3
V = V + 4 ♦ (R6 ♦ (R6-1) - RCUT ♦♦ (-6) ♦ (RCUT**(-6)-l)) 
& ♦ STEP(RCUT++2-RIJSQ)
FIJ = 4 ♦ 6 ♦ RSI ♦ R6 *(2*R6-1) ♦ STEP(RCUT++2-RIJSQ)
FKIJ = R1 ♦ FIJ
F(F$I) = F(F$I) + FKIJ
F(F$J) = F(F$J) - FKIJ
FKIJ = R2 ♦ FIJ
F(F$I+NP) = F(F$I+NP) + FKIJ
F(F$J+NP) = F(F$J+NP) - FKIJ
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FKIJ = R3 * FIJ
F(F$I+2*NP) = F(F$I+2*NP) + FKIJ 
F(F$J+2*NP) = F(F$J+2*NP) - FKIJ 
2 CONTINUE
1 CONTINUE
RETURN 
END
F.7 Miscellany
Statem ent functions which make use of system dependent features such as 
bit manipulation.
INTEGER+4 DUMARG, E 
LOGICAL ODD
E( DUMARG ) = SIGN( 1, ISHFT( DUMARG, 31))
0DD( DUMARG ) = BTEST( DUMARG, 0 )
C set up a phase space point that corresponds to a face centred cubic 
C crystal with random velocities constrained by the temperature and zero 
C drift. 3 dimensional version
SUBROUTINE FCC 
INCLUDE (PARAM)
DOUBLE PRECISION X(NP),Y(NP),Z(NP),PX(NP), PY(NP), PZ(NP), LATSIZ 
DOUBLE PRECISION SUMPX, SUMPY, SUMPZ, SUMPSQ 
INTEGER SEED, I,J,K,M, IJ, NCCC 
COMMON /GAMMAG/ X,Y,Z,PX,PY,PZ
C These parameters are used if an initial colour current=JO is required
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DOUBLE PRECISION C, CALJ, SCALE
INCLUDE (STFUN)
LATSIZ = CUBSIZ * (NP/4) ** (-1/3.)
NCCC = (NP/4) ** (1./3) + 0.1 
C make primitive cell 
C 1st particle
X(l) = 0.25 * LATSIZ 
Y(l) = 0.25 * LATSIZ 
Z(l) = 0.25 * LATSIZ 
C 2nd particle
X(2) = 0.75 * LATSIZ 
Y(2) = 0.75 * LATSIZ 
Z(2) = 0.25 * LATSIZ 
C 3rd particle
X(3) = 0.25 * LATSIZ 
Y(3) = 0.75 * LATSIZ 
Z(3) = 0.75 * LATSIZ 
C 4th particle
X(4) = 0.75 * LATSIZ 
Y(4) = 0.25 * LATSIZ 
Z(4) = 0.75 * LATSIZ
C Replicate primitive cell
C M = 6 * the number of the cell generated. I,J,K run through the cube i 
C different dimensions, and IJ runs through the four particles in each c 
C The first run through the loop is redundant 
M = 0
DO 1 1=1,NCCC 
DO 2 J=1,NCCC 
DO 3 K=1,NCCC
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DO 4 IJ = 1,4
X(IJ+M) = X(IJ) + (K- 
Y(IJ+H) = Y(IJ) + (J- 
Z(IJ+M) = Z(IJ) + (I-
4 CONTINUE
M = M + 4
3 CONTINUE
2 CONTINUE
1 CONTINUE
C Generate random momenta 
SUMPX = 0 
SUMPY = 0 
SUMPZ = 0 
suMPsq = o 
SEED = 10101 
DO 10 1=1,SEEDO
CALL RAND(SEED,PX(l))
10 CONTINUE
DO 5 1=1,NP
CALL RAND( SEED, PX(I) )
CALL RANDC SEED, PY(I) )
CALL RAND( SEED, PZ(I) )
SUMPX = SUMPX + PX(I)
SUMPY = SUMPY + PY(I)
SUMPZ = SUMPZ + PZ(I)
1) * LATSIZ 
1) * LATSIZ 
1) * LATSIZ
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5
SUMPSQ = SUMPSQ + PX(I)**2 + PY(I)**2 + PZ(I)**2 
CONTINUE
C calculate centre of mass kinetic energy
SUMPSQ = SUMPSQ - l./NP * (SUMPX++2 + SUMPY**2 + SUMPZ++2)
C Renormalize so that drift is zero and the kinetic energy is equal to t 
C temperature
DO 6 1=1,NP
PX(I) = (PX(I) - SUMPX / NP) *
& SQRT( 3 * NP * TEMP / SUMPSQ)
PY(I) = (PY(I) - SUMPY / NP) *
& SQRT( 3 * NP * TEMP / SUMPSq)
PZ(I) = (PZ(I) - SUMPZ / NP) *
& SQRT( 3 * NP * TEMP / SUMPSQ)
6 CONTINUE
C If an initial current is required, then adjust the momenta, and rescal 
C adjust the kinetic energy 
IF (CURRNT) THEN
C Compute initial colour current 
C = CALJ(PX)
SCALE = SQRT( (J0**2-3*TEMP)/(C**2-3*TEMP))
C set up initial colour current 
DO 7 1=1,NP
PX(I) = (PX(I) - E(I) * C) * SCALE + E(I) * JO 
PY(I) = PY(I) * SCALE 
PZ(I) = PZ(I) * SCALE 
7 CONTINUE
ENDIF
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RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE RAND(ISEED,R)
DOUBLE PRECISION DSEED.D2P31M, D2P31, R 
DATA D2P31M/2147483647.DO/
DATA D2P31/2147483648.DO/
DSEED=ISEED
DSEED=DMOD(16807.DO+DSEED,D2P31M)
R=DSEED/D2P31 
ISEED=INT(DSEED)
RETURN
END
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION CALJ(PX)
INCLUDE (PARAM)
DOUBLE PRECISION PX(NP), J 
INTEGER I 
INCLUDE (STFUN)
J = 0
DO 1 1= 1,NP
J = J + PX(I) * E(I)
1 CONTINUE
CALJ = J / NP
RETURN
END
C return the kinetic energy as a function of phase space
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION K(P) 
INCLUDE (PARAM)
DOUBLE PRECISION SUMPSQ, P( D*NP )
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INTEGER I
SUMPSQ = 0
DO 1 1=1,D*NP
SUMPSQ = SUMPSQ + P(I)**2 
1 CONTINUE
K = SUMPSQ / 2
RETURN
END
F.8 Analysis of D ata
At this stage the ideal form of the calculation would be to run the simulation 
saving the state  vector at each step, then analysing the data with a post­
processing program. Unfortunately, the run lengths involved in this project 
prohibited this method of operation, as gigabytes of data  are produced. The 
only alternative was to analyse the data  on the fly. The subroutine OUTPUT 
generates a sum of transient responses, and stores the results in a buffer, 
which is defined in the following include file:
DOUBLE PRECISION SLTLOJ(NGPTS), SUMJ(NGPTS)
DOUBLE PRECISION SUMLT(NGPTS), SLTLO(NGPTS)
DOUBLE PRECISION LTL0J2(NGPTS)
COMMON /BUFFER/SUMLT,SUMJ,SLTLO,SLTLOJ,LTLOJ2
O utput maintains a shift register, in which A , A J  and A J 2 are cycled through. 
The transient response function is then generated as a function of the time 
difference between the current value of A and the previous remembered values.
SUBROUTINE OUTPUT
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INCLUDE (PARAM)
INTEGER STEP
DOUBLE PRECISION ALPHA, LAMBDA, CALJ 
INCLUDE (BUFFER)
DOUBLE PRECISION XZ(D*NP), PZ(D*NP), P 
COMMON /GAMMAG/ XZ,PZ.ALPHA.LAMBDA
DOUBLE PRECISION SHIFT(NGPTS), SHIFTJ(NGPTS), SHFTJ2(NGPTS)
COMMON /SHIFTR/ SHIFT, SHIFTJ, SHFTJ2
DOUBLE PRECISION PRESS
CALL SHFTIN(LAMBDA, CALJ(PZ))
P = PRESS()
DO 1 STEP=1,NGPTS
SLTLO(STEP) = SLTLO(STEP) + LAMBDA * SHIFT(STEP)
SLTLOJ(STEP) = SLTLOJ(STEP) + P * SHIFTJ(STEP)
LTL0J2(STEP) = LTL0J2(STEP) + LAMBDA * SHFTJ2(STEP)
1 CONTINUE
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE SHFTIN(L.J)
INCLUDE (PARAM)
INTEGER I
DOUBLE PRECISION L,J,SHIFT(NGPTS).SHIFTJ(NGPTS), SHFTJ2(NGPTS) 
COMMON /SHIFTR/ SHIFT, SHIFTJ, SHFTJ2 
DO 1 I=NGPTS-1,1,-1 
SHIFT(I+1)=SHIFT(I)
SHIFTJ(I+1)=SHIFTJ(I)
SHFTJ2(I+1)=SHFTJ2(I)
1 CONTINUE
SHIFT(l)=L 
SHIFTJ(1)=L*J 
SHFTJ2(1)=L*J**2
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RETURN
END
BLOCK DATA BUFNIT 
INCLUDE(PARAM)
DOUBLE PRECISION SUMLT(NGPTS), SLTLO(NGPTS)
DOUBLE PRECISION SLTLOJ(NGPTS), SUMJ(NGPTS)
DOUBLE PRECISION LTL0J2(NGPTS)
COMMON /BUFFER/SUMLT,SUMJ,SLTLO,SLTLOJ,LTL0J2 
DATA SLTLO/NGPTS+O.0/
DATA SUMLT/NGPTS+O.0/
DATA SUMJ/NGPTS+O.0/
DATA SLTLOJ/NGPTS+O.O/
DATA LTLOJ2/NGPTS+0.0/
END
F.9 P utting it all Together
The program is run as a series of batch jobs, each lasting about an hour. 
W hen the program starts up, it reads the file on unit 10 to obtain the run 
number. If it is the first run, it will generate a face-centred cubic crystal 
lattice, which will then be melted to provide the fluid. After tha t, it will 
read in the current state of the system on unit 11 and the contents of the 
shift register on unit 13. Then it performs a loop in which the system is 
evolved and the TTCF calculated. Every now and then, output data is 
w ritten out as a check point. When the time limit has expired, all the files 
are updated, and the partial sum of the TTCFs is appended to unit 12.
PROGRAM TTCF
C calculate the burnett coefficients using the new Nose-Hoover algorithm
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C Z indicates in the Nose Current-stat 
INCLUDE (PARAM)
INTEGER J,KB
INTEGER START, ERR, IOPEN, TLIMIT, TUSED, TLEFT 
DOUBLE PRECISION GZ(DIMPS+2),XZ(D*NP),PZ(D*NP), CALJ 
DOUBLE PRECISION G2(DIMPS+2),G3(DIMPS+2),G4(DIMPS+2)
DOUBLE PRECISION Gl(DIMPS+2).LAMBDA
EQUIVALENCE (GZ.XZ),(GZ(D*NP+1),PZ),(GZ(DIMPS+2).LAMBDA)
COMMON /GAMMAG/GZ
COMMON /GSTORZ/G1,G2,G3,G4
INCLUDE (BUFFER)
DOUBLE PRECISION SHIFT(NGPTS), SHIFTJ(NGPTS), SHFTJ2(NGPTS) 
COMMON /SHIFTR/ SHIFT, SHIFTJ, SHFTJ2
C GZ = NOSE-HOOVER PHASE SPACE POINT
C G2..G5 = 2ND TO 5TH DERIVATIVE OF POSITION OF NOSE-HOOVER PS POINT 
C XZ, PZ =POSITION & MOMENTUM OF N.H. PHASE SPACE POINT 
C KB = time step counter for NoseHoover
READ (10,*) START 
IF (START.EQ.O) THEN 
C Initialize Nose-Hoover Phase Space 
CALL FCC
DO 100 KB=1,2000
CALL GEAR1Z(STPSIZ,5)
CALL SHFTIN(LAMBDA,CALJ(PZ))
100 CONTINUE
ELSE IF (START.EQ.MAXRUN) THEN 
STOP 999 
ELSE
C read in previous check point
READ(11) GZ,G1,G2,G3,G4
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READ(13) SHIFT,SHIFTJ.SHFTJ2 
ENDIF
KB=0
C WHILE CPU TIME LEFT > TIME ORIGIN TIME
20 CONTINUE
CALL CPUTME(TLIMIT.TUSED.TLEFT)
IF (TLEFT.LE.TSTEP) GOTO 1 
IF (MOD(KB,100000).Eq.99999) THEN
OPEN(UNIT=14,FILE=»RKS105.TTCFSAVE.DATA»,STATUS=’OLD') 
CALL FLUSH(KB)
CLOSE (14)
ENDIF 
KB = KB+1
CALL GEAR1Z(STPSIZ, 5)
CALL OUTPUT 
GOTO 20
1 CONTINUE
ERR=IOPEN('UNIT=12,FILE=RKS105.TTCF.OUTPUT.DATA,STATUS=MOD») 
IF (ERR.NE.O) GOTO 11 
C Error code returns to this point 
13 CONTINUE
REWIND 10
WRITE (10,*) START+1 
REWIND 11
WRITE (11) GZ,G1,G2,G3,G4 
C Flush output buffer
WRITE (12,ERR=11) KB.NGPTS 
WRITE (12,ERR=11) SLTLO 
WRITE (12,ERR=11) SLTLOJ 
WRITE (12,ERR=11) LTL0J2 
REWIND 13
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WRITE (13) SHIFT,SHIFTJ.SHFTJ2 
STOP
C Error control code - this just seemed the best place to put it
11 J=0
C REPEAT UNTIL a file can be opened
10 CONTINUE
CLOSE (12,ERR=12)
12 ERR=I0PEN('UNIT=12,FILE=RKS105.OUTSAVE*//CHAR(J+ICHAR(’O'))//
& '.DATA,STATUS=NEW')
J=J+1
PRINT *,'ERR= *,ERR 
IF (ERR.NE.0) GOTO 10 
GOTO 13 
END
SUBROUTINE FLUSH(KB)
INCLUDE (PARAM)
INTEGER J,KB
INTEGER START, ERR, IOPEN, TLIMIT, TUSED, TLEFT 
DOUBLE PRECISION GZ(DIMPS+2),XZ(D*NP),PZ(D*NP), CALJ 
DOUBLE PRECISION G2(DIMPS+2),G3(DIMPS+2),G4(DIMPS+2)
DOUBLE PRECISION G1(DIMPS+2).LAMBDA
EQUIVALENCE (GZ,XZ),(GZ(D*NP+1),PZ),(GZ(DIMPS+2).LAMBDA)
COMMON /GAMMAG/GZ 
COMMON /GST0RZ/G1,G2,G3,G4 
INCLUDE (BUFFER)
DOUBLE PRECISION SHIFT(NGPTS), SHIFTJ(NGPTS), SHFTJ2(NGPTS) 
COMMON /SHIFTR/ SHIFT, SHIFTJ, SHFTJ2
13 CONTINUE 
REWIND 11
WRITE (11) GZ,G1,G2,G3,G4
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C Flush output buffer
WRITE (14,ERR=11) KB.NGPTS 
WRITE (14,ERR=11) SLTLO 
WRITE (14,ERR=11) SLTLOJ 
WRITE (14,ERR=ll) LTL0J2 
REWIND 13
WRITE (13) SHIFT,SHIFTJ.SHFTJ2 
RETURN
C Error control code - this just seemed the best place to put it
11 J=0
C REPEAT UNTIL a file can be opened
10 CONTINUE
CLOSE (12,ERR=12)
12 ERR=I0PEN(»UNIT=12,FILE=RKS105.OUTSAVE’//CHAR(J+ICHAR(»0'))//
& *.DATA,STATUS=NEW *)
J=J+1
PRINT *,'ERR=',ERR 
IF (ERR.NE.0) GOTO 10 
GOTO 13 
END
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M athem atical N otation
This section presents m athem atical notation that is widespread throughout 
the thesis. Symbols th a t are used only in specific locations will be defined at 
tha t point.
C on ven tion s
V ecto rs  and  T en sors
Vector quantities are written in bold typeface, e.g. x, and tensors are w ritten 
in a bold sans serif typeface, e.g. x. Unit vectors are indicated by a caret 
placed over the symbol, e.g. a is the unit vector parallel to a. This convention 
is extended in the usual fashion so th a t x  is the unit vector in the direction 
of the coordinate x. W hen two vectors or tensors are w ritten sequentially, 
as in x y , it is implied th a t the tensor or outer product is to be taken. This 
convention is extended so that x k means tha t x is to be raised to the kth  
power with respect to the tensor product. To indicate the square of the 
length of a vector, the symbol is written in a plain type style, i.e. x 2 is 
a rank two tensor (or dyad), whereas x 2 is the square of the length of x. 
Moments of functions are are written with a superscript in parentheses, e.g.
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fW = f  rlf(r)dr. These are /th rank tensor quantities that may also be 
considered as the Taylor coefficients of the Fourier transform, = f i^ /(k ) .
D ifferentiation and Integration
The derivative operator will usually be written as dx irrespective of whether 
a: is a vector or scalar. If z is a vector, then the whole symbol is written as 
bold, e.g dx. Exceptions occur to this convention when the derivative is with 
respect to r (position), in which case the symbol V is often used, and when 
the derivative is with respect to time, when Newton’s convention of placing 
a dot over the symbol is often used. With integrals, a volume integral will be 
written as /  f(v)dr. This is sometimes written as f  f(r)d3r by other authors.
Other C onventions
The Fourier transform of a function will be represented by a tilde placed over 
the function. The precise definition adopted here is:
/ ( k) = J  exp(zk • r)/(r)dr
where the integration is over the whole of space (R3). The tilde is also used 
to denote the adjoint of an operator.
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List o f Sym bols
• inner product
: double inner product (contraction 
over 2 indices)
:: quadruple inner product (contrac­
tion over 4 indices)
0  n-fold inner product (contraction
over n indices)
V derivative with respect to posi­
tion
< . . .  > phase average
[ r c ]  greatest integer less than or equal 
to x.
1 unit tensor, second rank tensor with
the Kronecker delta for compo­
nents (1 ij = Sij)
a? first Townsend ionization coeffi­
cient
ß 1 / k BT
7  strain rate in Planar Couette sys­
tems
r  6iV-dimensional phase space vec­
tor
8(x) Dirac delta function
£ = (*4/4Dl - i/ ) 2
A J = J  -  J0
Tf shear viscosity
7 v bulk viscosity
0(x) Heaviside step function
(0(:r < 1) = O,0(:r > 1) = 1)
A phase space compression factor
p mobility
v reaction rate
vc collision frequency
v(c) velocity dependent collision fre­
quency
^2i,j cylindrically symmetric compo­
nents of ln(l + x(k,0))
IT viscous pressure tensor
p mass density
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pLiPz see page 35
a width parameter of a Gaussian 
source
r  non-hydrodynamic relaxation time 
= {mmjRe (a)o(0) — u;j(0))}-1
$ potential energy
3>j(c, k) eigenfunctions of ic • k-f M.
^ j(c ,k ) eigenfunctions of ic-k + M.
ad*) /th order transport coefficient 
(swarms)
od°) reaction rate
ad1) drift velocity
ad2) diffusion coefficient
[ad2)] 1 inverse of a?I2) considered as 
a matrix, = Dj^zz + D j l (xx +
yy-
o?j(k) jth  eigenvalue of ic • k -f M.
a>2i,j components of ad2t+J) satisfy­
ing cylindrical symmetry
a acceleration of swarm particle due 
to field
B boundary, or field inhomogeneity 
operator
c velocity (as in mesoscopic picture)
det(ad2)) determinant of ad2) consid­
ered as a matrix = Dj Dl
Dl longitudinal diffusion
Dj  transverse diffusion
erfc (a;) complementary error function
E electric field
Fe external thermodynamic force 
G Greens function 
H internal energy of the system =
k ( t )  +  $ ( r )
JTad adiabatic rate of change of in­
ternal energy
H j ( x )  j th order Hermite polynomial 
J thermodynamic flux
J0 = < J >
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J  collision operator t time
k coordinate of Fourier transform 
kß Boltzmann’s constant 
K  kinetic energy 
L p-Liouvillean 
C f-Liouvillean 
M  = a • dc 4- Cf
N  average number density (swarms), 
number of particles (statistical 
mechanics)
n(r,t) number density 
pt- momentum of the zth particle 
P pressure tensor 
q, co-ordinate of the zth particle 
qTn the rth  root of con(k)
Qn saddle point of con(k) 
r position
R es(/(z),2r0) residue of /  at z0 
S source function
tm time at which the swarm peak ar­
rives at the collector
T  temperature
u streaming velocity
Udr drift velocity
x(k, t) non-hydrodynamic part of the 
density
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Index
adiabatic incomp, of phase space, 
71, 81 
adjoint, 98 
Air, 81, 71
arrival time spectrum, 28 
asymptotic, 61, 63, 64
Bessel functions, 45 
biorthonormality, 96 
Boltzmann equation, 7, 9, 10, 13, 
46, 59
linear, 8, 14 
Boltzmann operator, 
inhomogeneous, 63 
boundary, 13, 40 
Bradbury-Nielson method, 27 
Brownian motion, 22 
Burnett, 7
coefficients,
non-linear, 7, 10, 78, 128 
functions, 24 
hydrodynamics, 8, 11
Super-, hydrodynamics, 8, 11
canonical ensemble, 84, 128 
Cauchy’s residue theorem, 61 
Chapman-Enskog, 7, 10, 12, 94 
collision frequency, 13, 23, 33 
velocity dependent, 21 
collision operator, 9, 20, 38, 94 
linearized, 12 
colour conductivity, 77, 86 
computer algebra, 102 
constitutive relation, 79 
Newtonian, 5, 7 
contact potentials, 40 
continuity equation, 3, 35 
cross section, 1, 21, 23, 33 
current-statting, 131 
cylindrical symmetry, 6, 34
derived thermodynamic quantities, 
67
determinant, 115
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diffusion, 38, 44 
coefficient, 6, 14 
equation, 6, 14, 30, 45, 58 
higher-order, 40 
lateral, 43 
transverse, 29 
dissipative flux, 72 
AJ-ensemble, 84 
drift velocity, 6, 14, 21, 32, 36 
Dyson equation, 41, 71, 85
eigenfunction, 17, 23, 63, 94 
eigenvalue, 18, 38, 63, 94 
eigenvector, 38 
end-effect, 30, 39, 40 
end-effects, 102 
equations of motion, 131 
Euler,
hydrodynamics, 11
field inhomogeneity, 13, 40 
field interpenetration, 40 
flux-statted, 80, 84 
Liouvillean, 85 
propagator, 81, 85 
Fokker-Planck equation, 22 
free space solution, 34, 41
Gaussian thermostat, 67, 70, 72, 
75, 128
Gear integrator, 134 
Green-Kubo, 10, 65, 78, 85 
Greens function, 23, 41, 47, 95, 111
Hamilton’s equations, 65 
hard sphere potential, 20 
harmonic oscillator, 23 
Heisenberg picture, 70 
helium, 29, 33
Hermite polynomials, 24, 30, 36, 37 
hydrodynamic, 8, 10, 18, 20 
regime, 11
intensive, 126 
isokinetic distribution, 67 
isotropic tensors, 115
Kawasaki, 81
distribution function, 72 
Klein-Kramers, 106 
equation, 22, 41 
model, 32, 46, 60, 61 
Kramers-Moyal expansion, 22
Lees-Edwards boundary conditions, 
74, 76, 137 
Lennard-Jones, 86
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Lennard-Jones force, 77 
Levi-Cevita, 115 
Liouville’s,
equation, 9, 68 
theorem, 69, 71 
Liouvillean, 
f-, 68
P-, 68
lithium, 29, 33 
long time tails, 78
macroscopic, 8 
Maxwell molecules, 20 
Maxwellian, 
local, 11 
mesoscopi c, 8 
mesoscopic, 10
method of steepest descent, 60 
microscopic, 8 
mobility, 6, 29, 40 
mode-coupling theories, 78 
molecular dynamics simulation, 84 
Monte Carlo, 84 
Morriss’s lemma, 71 
multipole, 95
Navier-Stokes,
equation, 5 
hydrodynamics, 7, 11 
transport, 74
Newton’s laws of motion, 9 
non-hydrodynamic, 15, 18, 25, 37, 
40, 44, 51, 63
nonhydrodynamic effects, 94 
Norton ensemble, 79 
Nose-Hoover, 80
Nose-Hoover thermostat, 67, 70, 75, 
128
parallel plane, 43 
peculiar, 66 
peculiar momenta, 71 
peculiar velocities, 75 
perturbation, 94 
phase average, 126 
phase averages, 69 
phase space, 65
phase space compressibility, 71 
planar couette flow, 74, 83 
planar Couette flow, 87 
pressure dependence, 38 
pressure tensor, 3 
viscous, 4, 7
procedure integration, 134
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projection, 96 
propagator, 67, 69, 85 
constant current, 79 
Pulsed Townsend, 45
Rayleigh gas, 22 
reaction rate, 14, 22 
Rodrigues’ formula, 36 
runaway, 13, 21 
Runge-Kutta, 128
saddle point, 60, 63 
Schrödinger picture, 70, 72 
shear modulus,
infinite frequency, 83 
SLLOD equations, 75 
SMP, 102
spectrum, 13, 16, 18, 20, 23, 63, 98 
Steady State Townsend, 45 
strain rate, 4, 78, 83 
stress, 78, 80, 83 
swarm, 1, 8
Taylor series, 100 
thermal flux, 7 
time of flight, 27, 44 
Townsend,
first ionization coefficient, 44 
47
Townsend-Huxley method, 44 
transient time correlation function 
66, 73, 79, 81 
transport,
coefficients, 6, 7, 21, 30, 35, 38 
43
higher order, 8 
higher order, 38 
linear, 78, 85 
time dependent, 15, 16 
equation, 15, 30 
time dependent, 35 
TTCF, 66, 79, 81 
Tyndell-Powell method, 27
viscosity, 83 
bulk, 5 
shear, 5 
vortex, 5
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